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[THE SOAPBOX]

M

ust a photograph depict what
comes out of the camera? That is
a question many photographers
have been asking for years. More than a
mere rhetorical question it gets to the heart
of what it means to produce art.
It is clear photography can be art — a
recent report by many in the art-collection
business have been emphatic that photography is “the next big thing” with prices for
top artists fetching record prices as of late.
But does this mean that everything must
look like it came out of the studio of saint
Ansel?
With this issue, we attempt to show
what some photo artists are doing “outside
of the box”. Some are combining various
media: digital + analog + hand. Some are
exploring unusual materials. Some are resurrecting archaic techniques and combining them with modern technology. The result is inspirational to say the least.
Why is this important for medium and
large format photographers? Well for one,
with pretty much everyone in the world
now fancying themselves a photographer,
it simply is getting increasingly hard to get
noticed. Secondly, in light of the fact that
digital processing and printing are now
mainstream, it makes economic sense to
see what aspects of digital workflow can be
incorporated into our medium and large
format workflows.
And finally as an artist it is incumbent
upon you to explore all aspects of your chosen art form — and nothing speaks greater
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Thinking outside the box
than the attempt to marry and/or incorporate
disparate technologies and methodologies. After
all, this is where invention happens.
Lest you pooh-pooh such hybrids as merely
trivial, many of the most collectible art of recent
has been hybrid in nature: in particular, I’m thinking of those artists who combine unusual media
(such as aluminum, see Mary Taylor’s article)
with layers of inkjet and hand painted layers. I see
no reason why photographers can not and should
not advantage of this promising trend. We here at
MAGNAchrom hope that this issue inspires you
to do so!

W

e’ve been working over the
summer on the MAGNAchrom website, changing the underlying technology and frankly throwing
out much of what we had been using. The
project is taking much longer than anticipated but rest assured that someday soon
we will have a streamlined website that will
make it easier to obtain different versions
of the magazine. But don’t hold your breath
— this could still take a few more months
to implement. In the meantime, enjoy this
issue and be sure to spread the word to
others who are interested in
medium and large format photography.
J Michael Sullivan

Photograph of your’s truly taken by
my daughter Megan Sullivan. Gaoersi 4x5 with Polaroid Color Pack
Film. A scanned, printed on inkjet,
and hand-colored original.
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J Michael Sullivan

Denise Ross

Edoardo Pasero

Klaus Esser

Mary Taylor

Diana Bloomfield

Walter M. Huber

USA. Boston-based J Michael Sullivan has been writing about scanning, design,
and digital photography for
nearly 18 years. His first digital scans were made in 1989
using Photoshop v1.0. He is
the author of one of the first
layperson’s book on flatbed
scanning: How to Make Your
Scanner a Great Design &
Production Tool which was
published by North Light
Books in 1994 and reprinted
as a second edition two years
later in 1996.
Formerly a Contributing
Editor at HOW Magazine,
he also has extensive experience lecturing at MacWorld
and The Seybold Seminars
throughout the 1990s.
As editor and publisher
of MAGNAchrom he feels
nothing rocks more than a
BIG camera. Mr. Sullivan has
been shooting professionally
with medium and large format equipment since the late
1970s and owns a bunch of
big cameras.

USA. Denise is a photographer, photographic processes
researcher and naturalist. After working in most areas of
professional photography, and
a decade of graduate school,
alternating between art and
science classes, she received
a Master’s Degree at Oregon
State University in the College
of Crop and Soil Science with
an emphasis on wetlands restoration and started a restoration
seed germination laboratory.
The sale of her business in
1997 allowed Denise to finally
commit to photography as a
full-time avocation. Handcoloring, stereography, handcrafted silver gelatin paper and
three-color gum printing all
come together in an effort to
see and understand the world.
Denise W. Ross Photography
is dedicated to volunteer recognition, fund-raising for civic
and environmental organizations and funky photo science
research

ITALY. Edoardo Pasero is
28 years old, working on his
degree in philosophy at the
State University in Milan. He
also works as compositor and
matchmover in a postproduction facility for commercials
and videoclips. He has always
been surrounded by cameras
but has only started taking
photography seriously in the
past five years.

GERMANY — Klaus started to
learn photography from scratch
around 1966 and a bit later
worked as an assistent in New
York and London for nearly two
years in 1969 and 1970 followed
by a stint in fashion photography for about 8 years. After that
he shot advertising photography
— primarily people but also stilllifes (which he continues to enjoy
doing to this day). Lately he has
been experimenting by gathering images with remote controlled cameras on long booms to
acheive unusual perspectives and
reach places you can´t go.

USA Mary’s artistic training has come from years of
daily immersion working with
mentor and professional artist Dorothy Simpson Krause.
Throughout the past decade
she has managed Krause’s studio and they’ve assisted each
other in the development of
processes and gorgeous art
works. In turn she has formed
Taylor Art Techs through
which she assists other artists with their digital equipment and use of traditional
art materials. More and more
she teaches artist’s workshops
in her Marshfield studio, and
by invitation at other venues.
This year she has been invited
to teach at Digital Arts Studio
in Atlanta GA and at Center
for Contemporary Printmaking in Norwalk CT. Each
Mixed Media Digital Printmaking workshop is focused
on integrative processes between traditional and digital
printmaking. She also accept
commissions, and enjoys precious time to create artwork in
her own studio.

USA. Diana has been an exhibiting photographer for nearly 25
years. She has exhibited her work widely throughout the United
States and has received numerous awards for her images, including a 1985 New Jersey State Visual Arts Fellowship, and several
Regional Artist Project Grants from the United Arts of Raleigh,
NC, most recently for 2006- 07. Her photographs have been
published in Pinhole Photography: Rediscovering a Historic
Technique, by Eric Renner, as well as in the Pinhole Journal; the
Photo Review; Photographer’s Forum; and in The Post Factory
Journal. Her images were also featured in the January 2005 issue
of Chinese Photography. Diana also works as an independent curator, and has organized and curated several pinhole and alternative process exhibitions, including “Pure Light: Southern Pinhole
Photography,” shown at the Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art (SECCA), in Winston-Salem, NC in 2004. The exhibit,
“Old is New Again: Alternative Processes,” which was originally
shown at the Green Hill Center for NC Art, in Greensboro, NC,
was invited for exhibition at the 2004 Pingyao International Photography Festival, in Pingyao, China. Diana was also an invited
artist to the first Qinghai International Photography Festival, in
Xining, China, where she exhibited in the summer of 2006.
Diana lives and works in Raleigh, NC, where she teaches photography workshops, including at the NC State University Crafts
Center, in Raleigh, and at Duke University’s Center for Documentary Studies, in Durham, NC.

SWITZERLAND. During
the past 10 years Walter was
working with medium and
large format as well as shooting digital. He is living is Switzerland which offers a large variety of natural gems waiting
to be photographed - such as
the famous Swiss alps, many
architectural sites as well as
wonderful and gentle people.
He is member of the Swiss
association ?Syndikat klassischer Fotografen? ? a group
of thirteen art photographers
with a very high quality level ?
as well as ?FIAP? (fédération
internationale de l?art photographie) and runs his own
studio in Niederhasli, a village
near Zurich the economical
capital of Switzerland.

Guy Glorieux
CANADA.Guy Glorieux is
an art-photographer based
in Montreal. He has shown
in galleries in North America
and France. His work is held
in public and private collections, He teaches pinhole
photography workshops.
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Roger Aguire Smith
USA. Through fundamental
college courses in traditional
black and white photography
with James Gilmore, participation in large format photography workshops with
Per Volquartz, and my association with the ImageMakers of Monterey, I continue to
grow in my infancy as a photographer. I continue to build
a foundation of techniques,
understanding and expression in both traditional black
and white film photography
and the digital photographic
medium of pigment printing.
My work is held in private
collections, been published
in commercial publications
and was exhibited in a group
exhibition of California large
format photographers in San
Francisco earlier in 2007.
Currently my work is being
displayed at the Pacific Grove
Natural History Museum in
a group exhibition featuring
The ImageMakers of Monterey.
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Marco Annaratone
ITALY. Marco Annaratone
was born in Milan, Italy, and
after graduation moved to
the United States in the early
eighties to work as an information technology professional, first doing research in
academia and then working
in the high tech industry and
in venture capital. He spent
more than twenty years in the
US and lived in Pittsburgh,
PA, Boston, and Silicon Valley. These days he divides
his time between Milan, the
Austrian-Italian Alps, and
San Francisco. His introduction to photography was in
the late seventies via medium
format photography, until
about six years ago when he
completely abandoned MF
to move to larger and larger
format photography. He has
now settled down to shooting full-frame digital, 8x10,
and now 14x17. He started
as a landscape photographer
but has been moving toward
more conceptual photography in recent years.

Dean Jones
AUSTRALIA. Dean Jones is
a lover of cameras of all types,
especially those that are a little
different. Being a staff member in a large photographic
retail store near Melbourne,
Australia, is only part of the
excitement. His major interest
lies in custom made cameras,
namely the Obsession 617
panorama cameras entirely
built from scratch, along with
Polaroid camera conversions
to 4x5. Fifty odd years since
his owning his first Brownie
TLR, the passion for photography has grown.

Christina Z. Anderson
USA. Christina Z. Anderson is an Assistant Professor of Photography at Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana. She
earned a BA in French at the University of Minnesota, and two
degrees—painting and photography--at Montana State University. Her MFA is from Clemson University, South Carolina,
where she studied under alternative process mentor, Sam Wang.
She teaches experimental, alternative process, non-fiction, and
senior thesis at MSU with her specialties being experimental
photography and alternative processes. She has published three
books: Tutti Nudi, Reflections on the Reemergence of the Nude
During the Italian Renaissance, The Experimental Photography
Workbook, and Alternative Processes, Condensed. In the works is
a book on the gum bichromate process.

His work has been shown in
several national exhibitions
and he was awarded twice
with the first price in b&w
portrait photography, organised by Photosuisse, in 2006
and 2007. He?s actually working on a series of large format
portraits in b&w that is simply called ?Menschenbilder?
(which can be translated to images of human beings). Walter
M. Huber is seriously looking
for an international exhibition
place to have his latest work
presented to a larger public.

Gary Doyle Thomas
USA. Doyle Thomas is a Photo Artist who’s work is represented
in private collections in the USA and abroad. Despite his thirty
years experience he remains steadfastly committed to continue to
learn the Photographic Process. In his view, once technical proficiency has been achieved, the next step involves an intimate understanding of the reasons to make Photographs and the thought
process that leads there. By this reasoning, pictures are taken with
the camera but Photographs are made with the Mind.
W W W. M A G N A C H R O M . C O M



4-Square: Edoardo Pasero

Submit your work to 4-Square!
4-square is a new, regular article
in MAGNAchrom that will feature
four medium format, square photographs of one of our registered
users. The images must be shot
with a medium-format camera
and rollfilm and must be square.
Large format film cropped square
will be disqualified.
To be considered, send email to
foursquare@magnachrom.com
with the information shown below.
If chosen, you will need to supply
four photographs sized to 2250
x 2250 pixels in RGB JPG (high
quality) format. Images should
not have any borders. FTP information will be supplied to those
that win. If you are not chosen,
please submit again for the next
issue — there is no limit to the
number of times you can submit.
Winners however must wait one
year before submitting again.

About you:
Your Name
___________________________
Your MC email
___________________________
Your Website
___________________________
For each of four square images:
Title
___________________________
Camera
___________________________
Rollfilm
___________________________
Exposure
___________________________
Lens
___________________________
Year taken
___________________________
Location
___________________________
Link to photo
___________________________

Four, square, medium-format photographs
by Edoardo Pasero of Italy, one of our registered users.

M

y photography is basically about two
things; about mood – I always try to express a determined mood I see latent in
what I’m looking at (often is a surreal mood)
– and about the passing of time – I’m quite
obsessed by this and I want my pictures to look
like distant memories. Since the memories I
have in my mind are always softed, distorted
and dreamslike, I try to put this in my work using a lot of different techniques; pinhole, holga,
soft focus/selective focus, blurred images and
in printing I tend to use warmtone papers, toning and lith print. Sometimes I can even arrive
at distress my negatives like I have done with
the four images here. In this case I decided to
make selective fire burning, to scratch with a
metal brush and to squirt ammonia directly on
the negative; the result is really textural and
full of noise and signs, like the surface of an old
abandoned metal object. Even if I were sure I’d
do it again — likely on different subjects — I’ve
attempted it only on these four because I find
this distress technique really interesting but at
the same time rather “baroque” (and perhaps
even a touch “annoying”). It would be quite a
limit to work predominantly in that way. Bringing me to become the one with scratches and
burnings and ammonia, like a cliché. For sure it
is a technique to use with care.
— Edoardo Pasero

edoardopasero@gmail.com
www.flickr.com/photos/edoardo_pasero
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4-SQUARE: EDOARDO PASERO
Carlo
Camera:
Rollfilm:
Exposure:
Lens:
Year taken:
Location:

Ceck
Bronica S2A
Iflord 3200, ID11
Unrecorded
80mm
2007
Milan, Italy
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Camera:
Rollfilm:
Exposure:
Lens:
Year taken:
Location:

Bronica S2A
Iflord 3200, ID11
Unrecorded
80mm
2007
Milan, Italy
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4-SQUARE: EDOARDO PASERO
Nico
Camera:
Rollfilm:
Exposure:
Lens:
Year taken:
Location:

Pedro e Carlo - It Was December
Bronica S2A
Iflord 3200, ID11
Unrecorded
80mm
2007
Milan, Italy
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Camera:
Rollfilm:
Exposure:
Lens:
Year taken:
Location:

Bronica S2A
Iflord 3200, ID11
Unrecorded
80mm
2007
Milan, Italy
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In The Pink

I

By Dean Jones

bought my first Polaroid in 2000....it was a model 120. This model was
the Japanese version of the 110A, virtually identical, but for the shutter
and lens. The 120 was fitted with a Seiko shutter and a Yashica Yashinon
127mm f 4.7 lens back in 1960, the US version was fitted with a Rodenstock Ysarex 127mm f4.7 in a Prontor shutter, equally excellent in performance.
What was I going to do with a camera like this?
It was beautifully made and finely engineered
with a very accurate rangefinder, but featured a split
window viewer much like the early Leica 35mm
film camera and film was no longer available. It occurred to me there was ample room to incorporate
a film winding mechanism inside, so the
first conversion came into being in early
2001 as a roll film version. I soon
developed a similar 110B camera

16
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that could accept 4x5 film sheets in standard holders. This was the beginning of the long road to more
Polaroid conversions that would eventually lead to
the ‘Pink Cadillac’, a Polaroid 900 body with a new
style of lensboard and front standard, not to mention the new colour scheme.
Shortly afterwards I became
dissatisfied with the
way that

W W W. M A G N A C H R O M . C O M
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In The Pink
the film holders were retained so
I developed the ‘Razzlok’ back.
This was an easily manufactured
lightweight full frame 4x5 back
that allowed me to be less reliant on the 1940’s Graflok that
was now becoming very hard to
obtain. The ‘Razzlok’ accepts all
4x5 holders including Grafmatics
and Readyload/Fuji Quickload
holders, furthermore after fitting a simple pair of
adapters, the Razzlok can accept nearly all roll film
holders as well. The slip in ground glass screen is
a double dark holder with the baffle replaced with
custom 2mm etched glass.
As I had purchased quite a few 900 model Polaroid bodies I was able to remove the rangefinder assemblies and this allowed me to convert a 110A or
120 Polaroid into a 110B which has a finder with a
much larger single frame window with a brightline.
This finder is awesome and very accurate. With the
rangefinder removed the 900’s were completely useless so I decided to find a way to utilise them. Some
experimenting led to development of a front standard that would replace the original ‘Electric Eye’.
This new standard incorporates movements that
work in a similar manner to a ‘Lens Baby’, a well
designed view camera type lens used on a DSLR.
Without the struts fitted to the 110B, the 900
is a great contender for an easy 4x5 hand held camera. Due to its mechanical design the 900 can only
utilise a 150mm lens, but the 110B, (or 110A when
it’s converted to a 110B using the 900’s finder) can
accommodate lenses of 90mm such as a Schneider
Angulon f6.8, a 135mm and even a lens of 150mm
focal length. The range finder cam must to be calibrated to suit the lens used, so interchangeability is
not possible. This tends to make one work around

18
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a single lens focal length, which
ties in with the theory behind the
fact that we aren’t born with interchangeable eyes.
There’s a small price to pay
when converting a 110B, as it
doesn’t have as much clearance as
a 900 inside the front door cavity,
physically larger lenses than the
original require the front element
to be unscrewed to allow closure
of the front door. Compact lenses
such as the Rodenstock Geronar
and some smaller Fujinon’s are
no problem. With the 900, there’s
more depth, thus allowing my
trusty Caltar 150mm f5.6 to be
fitted without requiring removal
of the front element.
By attaching a Cambo 4x5 reflex viewer I can
see the ground glass readily when lens movements
are required, however the lensboard has spring
loaded clickstops to give the zero position necessary for rangefinder focusing...it’s that simple. The
bellows slightly restrict movements, but wider bellows are coming soon. I have fitted Razzlok backs
to various Polaroid models including the 95, 150,
and 800, as well as a Zeiss 4x5 SLR and various
other camera bodies.
My ‘Pink Cadillac’ is a great lightweight hand
held 4x5 camera that weighs only 3 1/2 pounds. It’s
fast, dependable and has the advantage of rangefinder focusing and accurate parallax correction
built in. I have made many friends along the way
and many of them share my thoughts that the Polaroid is a basis on which to build a great camera. I
am very happy with this one and I guess you could
say I’m in the pink.
MC
W W W. M A G N A C H R O M . C O M
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TRI TRANSPARENCY PRINTS
by DOYLE THOMAS

D

igital printing has matured. With the latest generation of pigment inks and inkjet printers available it is
possible with little experience or training to produce
a print whose quality can approach that of, dare I say
it, a classic Dye Transfer.
The digital work flow, starting with digital capture or scan,
through manipulation and color management leaves few choices
however when ready to print. Aside from print size the only other
real choice is the media you chose to print on. There are many papers
to chose from but the differences are subtle. You
can select a glossy, satin, or matte finishes, smooth
or textured. There are also a few more unusual
media such as canvas and transparency materials that can be used in a digital printer. Tri-Trans
printing presents another method for producing a
different look for your prints.
I came to this process indirectly. Alternative photographic processes have been of interest to me for a long time. I recall making salt and
gum-dichromate “SUN PRINTS” following the
instructions in the chemistry set that I had as a
child. So I began tooling up and getting educated
to start doing tri-color gum-dichromate printing.
I found that I had a problem in producing gray
scale transparencies because of the matte black
K3 ink in my printer. It seems that the matte ink
does not have the chemistry to allow it to adhere
to transparency material. The ink would smudge
and rub off on handling. At first I thought of lamination to protect each separation but I feared this
might result in less sharpness during contact printing due to the additional thickness. I then thought of using a protective photo spray
but could not find one that did not include UV filtering. UV light
is a necessary component for gum-dichromate printing, as it is this
part of the spectrum that hardens the gum. Not wanting the expense of changing to glossy black ink I next thought why not print
another color? That led me to figure out how I could use Photoshop
to make gray scale separations that converted back to their pure
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colors that each layer represented. This maintains
the pure colors quite similar as that used in dye
transfer printing.
In dye transfer, separations are made for the
yellow, magenta, cyan and black layers. From each
of these separations a matrix is made, the matrix
is used to carry a color dye, each in turn, that is
transferred to the print media in a manner similar
to silk-screening. This is how Technicolor movies
are made.
By making grayscale separations and applying
the correct color pigment to each it is possible to
make a final print by layering multiple transparencies in registration which reproduces the original color.

Making a printer profile for transparencies is a
bit tricky. I use Monaco EZColor and have both
reflective and transmission ITT test targets. I tried
various ways to make a transparency profile. The
most workable method I found was to print the
test patches onto the transparency material and
attach the reflective target. This is placed in the
scanner with a piece of bright white photo grade
paper on top, I used Moab Kayenta. This is then
scanned normally as a reflective source and used to
produce the resulting profile. Trying to scan as a
transmission with the transmission target simply
would not work due to the low densities inherent
in the highlight colors. A good working profile is
important to insure that the primary colors will

W W W. M A G N A C H R O M . C O M
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print as pure as possible.
Prepare your selected image for size, color balance, and other chosen manipulations. You may
want to enlarge the canvas a bit to add some registration marks that will make alignment easier
when layering your stack of transparencies.
When ready, select:
 Image > Mode > CMYK color*

On the channels pallet right click on and delete the black, yellow, and magenta channels leaving only cyan.
Next select:
 Image > Mode > Grayscale

and then:
 Image > Mode > Duotone & select Monotone

Click the Black color chip to launch the color
picker. When the color picker launches specify a
pure color for each layer using the table below.
Layer

Red

Green

Blue

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

0
255
255
0

255
0
255
0

255
255
0
0

Close the dialog and save the image as a copy
adding a C to the file name, revert back to the
original and repeat the process for each of the remaining channels adding M, Y, and K to each file
name respectively.
Note that in each of the colors the complemen-
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tary is equal to 0 while the other two are at full
saturation (i.e. 255). Technically, there is really no
need to apply a duotone to the black layer as it is
already “black”. Changing the opacity and/or the
gamma curve of each separation when printing can
control the overall color balance of final piece*.
Each image is then printed using your transparency profile. The individual transparent prints are
then layered in registration on a light table and then
float-mounted on a foam core mounting board with
a piece of the same Moab Kayenta behind them for
reflective viewing. Transmission viewing works well
also, with lighting from behind. Due to the low absorbency of transparency materials there is a limit
to the amount of pigment that can be applied. Because each of the layers is printed at full density the
overall result is a transparency print with a higher
saturation than can be achieved when printing all
colors on a single piece of material.
Allowing the Prints to float means that they are
not in tight contact with one another. As the viewing angle changes slight changes in color occur due
to chromatic aberration. This effect can be amplified
by placing spacers between each of the layers when
mounting. You can use clear Mylar or transparency
material between the layers, or make a stack with
each Print attached to some two or four ply mat
MAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6

board. Another option is to print the black layer
(or any other layer) onto the white backing paper
to create another effect.
The constraints of digital printing have brought
us to a time when Prints are tending to look alike.
There was a time when an educated eye could immediately tell if a color Print was made using a
negative or a positive process. Of course, content
is the most important part of any Photograph. The
choice of printing method can enhance or subtract
from the content. Tri-Trans printing offers another
choice for making the most of your images.

C+Y
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* Editor’s note:
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reating a Custom CMYK Color palette will
have a significant effect on the density and
color balance of each transparent layer. Since
the default CMYK color separation values as
shipped with Photoshop assume that you will be printing to
offset lithography (where no more than 300% color coverage is recommended), you have an opportunity, in the case
of transparency printing as described in this article, to increase the maximum coverage to 360-400% with no “inking”
problems. The result will be significantly denser shadows and
more contrast. This may or may not be what you are after, so
investing the time to develop a reusable custom color palette
(together with a matching printer profile) that delivers the
look you are after will be well worth it. Further, the amount
of GCR (or Gray Color Removal) can be adjusted so that
purer colors result — especially in the midtones. An excellent description of such color correction adjustments can be
found in the seminal book on color separations by Dan Margulis entitled “Professional Photoshop: The Classic Guide to
Color Correction”.
Shown at right is a screenshot of the Custom Color palette and the kinds of adjustments you can make. Also shown
on the previous page is a screenshot of what a preview of the
color separations as layered in Photoshop RGB would approximate (i.e. the image labeled “C+M+Y+K). In this case
the color layers are set to Multiply to give a preview. You will
no doubt notice that the overall colors do not exactly match
the orginal (shown to the above left on the previous page) —
this is primarily the behavior of your Custom Color palette
settings and is a preview of the kinds of color matching problems you will undoubtedly encounter with this tri-transparency technique. Note also that the order of the transparent
layers in Photoshop does not affect the color of the resulting
preview image. However, with opaque inks, this would not
be the case — the order would be important. As such, the
printer inks you use will be critical in the overall look and feel
that you get from this technique. In general, you will want to
use (primarily) transparent inks, rather than opaque ones.
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An excellent description of such color correction adjustments
can be found in the
seminal book on color
separations by Dan
Margulis entitled “Professional Photoshop:
The Classic Guide to
Color Correction”
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y very first photography class,
back in 1981, was titled “LargeFormat Photography,” offered at
Bucks County Community College, in Newtown, Pennsylvania. At the time, I
didn’t have a clue what “large-format” meant, but
going on the bigger-is-better theory, I immediately registered for it. Knowing as little as I did
actually turned out to be a good thing. I wasn’t
yet wedded to any one type of camera, nor was I
restricted in my views of how I “should” be photographing. And, fortunately, no one had ever said
to me, “You can’t work with a large format camera until you master the 35mm, followed by the
medium format, followed by years of darkroom
work,” comments I’ve since heard over the years,
from both fellow photographers and instructors.
In fact, I knew so little about photography, that
composing an image upside down on the ground
glass seemed like the most natural exercise in the
world.
Working with a large-format camera taught
me all I needed to know about light, exposure, and
composition. Since I also wasn’t that accustomed
to the relative ease and spontaneity that is inherent with a 35mm camera, I never felt I was giving
up anything with large-format, which definitely
taught me to wait, to be selective, and to take my
time before clicking that shutter.
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Many years after that first class, I began to create images using lensless cameras and printing in
“alternative” processes. These images seemed to
stem more from my mind’s eye, rather than from
any literal perspective. Around that same time, I
had also begun teaching photography workshops
myself. Long before the proliferation of digital,
students would come into class with very expen-
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sive and complex cameras — all-automatic 35mm
cameras — that completely overwhelmed them.
They would talk about how the camera wouldn’t
“allow” them to do something as simple as change
aperture or shutter speed, and were totally dependent on the camera’s controls and programs.
The very idea of photographing in “manual mode”
threw them completely off-kilter. So I initially
began to make pinhole cameras, simply to illus-

trate just how basic a camera really is, and that
compelling images can be made with a $5 camera
made out of foam core and totally lacking in programs, controls, or even a lens. I was finally able to
convince them that they were in control of their
cameras, not the other way around. I also showed
a wide range of amazing work, made by various
pinhole photographers, and, somewhere along the
way, I became intrigued myself.

MAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6

I love that the pinhole camera, with its long
exposures and unique perspectives, plays with
time and space in unusual ways, and offers a certain kind of fluidity not often found in still photography. And while these dreamy pinhole images
might seem far removed from the early documentary work of my past, I still see similarities. For
me, the attraction of photography is this idea that
we can stop time and preserve it forever. Yet when

I actually look at my own photographs, it’s my
own memory of that time that’s been preserved,
however skewed, inaccurate, and selective it is
— not necessarily the actual, literal moment in
time. Pinhole images, especially, seem to somehow
capture our memories, transporting us to another
place and time, or to a barely remembered past.
They can whisk us into a future found only in the
mind’s eye, and arrest the world in a timeless kind
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of dream. This is what I find most compelling and
magical about photography — regardless of what
label they’re given (documentary or otherwise).
I have photographed with large-format pinhole
cameras, most often home-made, including a
20x24 and a 7x17, using film of the same size. I
also use an 8x10 and various 4x5 cameras. I then
print in platinum/palladium, or in the dual process of cyanotype over platinum/palladium (reregistering the negative with the second process),
and, more recently, gum over platinum/palladium.
Since these are contact printing processes, the image is only as big as the negative; consequently, I
like to start out with a reasonably large original
negative, or make larger negatives digitally.
So, here, in this 21st century world of digital
technology, where the creation of illusion is as
close as the touch of a keyboard, and where images can be infinitely reproduced with repeatable
precision and accuracy, some of us are still work-
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ing with relatively antiquated methods of the past,
either in our choice of camera, in our printing
methods, or in both. And, yet, many of us willingly turn to computer technology — in my case,
as a way to create larger negatives suitable for contact printing.
For me, making digital negatives has been
nothing short of a dream. If needed (often the
case with original pinhole negatives), I can change
or correct the density of my negatives to suit a
particular alternative process or to control my
exposures in printing; I can easily and seamlessly erase unavoidable scratches and dust marks; I
have also recently made CMYK separation digital
negatives for use in tri-color gum printing (something I have yet to master, but the capability of
doing so is right there at my fingertips). Another
non-trivial positive is that my original negatives
can be preserved, without suffering the degradation of constant use in alternative printing. While
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digital transparencies are not
inexpensive, knowing that I can
make another if one is damaged
is certainly liberating. Obviously, the possibilities with digital
are limitless.
While borrowing from the
past, in both choice of camera
and printing methods, affords
limitless learning, discovery, and
creative opportunities, meshing those antiquated techniques
with the seemingly futuristic and
ever-changing world that is digital, makes this an exciting time
to be a photographer. As an old
friend of mine once remarked,
“19th Century craft immersed
in a decidedly digital future —
what a perfect art this is.”

MC
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Beyond LF : Room-size pinhole photography
by Guy Glorieux

H

as your large
format
camera become too
small for your
ambitions? Would you prefer
to work directly from inside
the camera and make negatives
the size of your walls? Then
perhaps it is time to consider
moving on to something more
challenging than your standard
4x5 camera: I’m talking about
getting into room-size pinhole
photography. It will really test
your skills as a photographer
and you won’t need to spend a
fortune on a new set of lenses
or filmholders since a pinhole
doesn’t cost more than a few
cents to make and you can dispense with holders altogether!
And since depth-of-field is infinite, you can forget about the
complicated Shleimpflug tilts.
However, the real magic of
room-size pinhole photography is that you are working “inside” the camera. As you walk
around the room, you discover
that the whole environment is
covered by the inverted image
of the outside world. Unlike the
standard photographic image
arising from the light bending

itself through the glass lens to
the point of focus, the image in
a pinhole system arises from the
“absence of matter”, a tiny opening which lets through only the
light rays required to make that
image appear anywhere within
the space of the camera obscura.
My first experience with
room-size pinhole photography
dates back to 2002 on the occasion of the 2nd World Pinhole
Photography Day, an annual
event I had contributed to initiate the year before with several
like-minded photographers on
the web. I had heard that some
Chinese photographers had
plans to turn a room of the Big
Wall into a pinhole camera and
I figured that I could do at least
as well here in Montreal, capturing the city’s beautiful cityscape
from the height of the room of
a well-known downtown hotel.
Of course, I had met Ilan
Wolff and I was familiar with
his work. I’ve since discovered
Vera Lutter and the many others who are involved in roomsize pinhole imaging. But at the
time, I had no experience whatsoever with the making and
processing of 8 feet x 12 feet
Author Guy Glorieux discusses giant pinhole negative with Montreal
artist Margaret Kasper. The 4 feet x 15 feet pinhole paper negative
shows the Musée des Arts Contemporains in Montreal.
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Pinhole photography from the 30th floor of Montreal’s Radio-Canada
tower. Inside of the office turned into pinhole camera.

paper negatives and contact printing them into
positive prints. Nor did any of the friends who got
involved in this project with me.
The fact is that this giant pinhole image ultimately found it’s way into the collection of the Canadian Center for Architecture. But, as I look back
at this first experience, I often wonder how much of
its final quality owes to our collective skills as photographers and to my problem-solving abilities as
opposed to the famous “beginner’s luck”. It certainly

Inside of hotel room being transformed into giant pinhole camera.

was a continuous learning experience on that occasion and has remained so on every other occasion.
Yet, room-size pinhole photography is fundamentally the same as working with any large-format camera. Once you have identified the scene
you want to capture, you need to do some previsualisation to determine angle of vison and camera
position. In practice, it is best to turn 180 degrees
from the scene and check if there is a building with
a room and a window which you can access easily
Abandonned loft being cleaned up before being transformed into giant pinhole camera.
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Projections of Montreal cityscape through two pinoles at 90 degree angle.
The picture was shot with a lens SLR film camera and required time
exposure.
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Kirk Gittings

for two-three days and turn into a camera obscura.
This could be an empty store window, a hotel room
or an office in a high-rise building. Or you can perhaps use a van or even a container. Admittedly, you
don’t have as much mobility as with a field 4x5. But
compared to working with an SLR, the difference
is quantitave rather than qualitative.
Having secured the space for the appropriate
time period, you will want to do some serious previsualisation of the scene first to determine angle
of view and scene coverage and second the optimal time of the day for imaging, considering the
orientation of the space and the path of the sun.
The last thing you want is to see the sun shine
directly through the pinhole onto your light-sensitive emulsion. Depending on the size of your
emulsion, the angle of view which you chose will
determine all of the focal distance of you imaging
system, the optimal diameter for the pinhole and
the ensuing effective aperture. Larry Fratkin has
an excellent calculator on the web to establish all
your parameters.
For instance, an angle of view equivalent to
that of a 16mm lens on a 35mm SLR applying
to a 4 feet x 8 feet emulsion will require a focal
distance from pinhole plane to emulsion plane of
40 inches. The optimal pinhole diameter will be
1,42mm and the ensuing effective aperture will be
F/715. On a very bright sunny day, with a paper
emulsion speed of 3 ISO, this should yield an exposure time of 12 minutes in the center and of
about 1 hour on the edges of the print because
of the vignetting arising from the wide angle of
view. On a cloudy day, exposure can rise to several
hours when reciprocity error is factored in. Most
of which will be spent dodging the centre in-camera to allow adequate exposure at the edges. Unfortunately, they haven’t created the equivalent of
a center filter for pinhole photographers...
Once you have completed your previsualiProjections of Montreal cityscape through single pinole. The building is that of the Museum of Contemporary Arts.
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sation and worked out all the
parameters of your pinhole imaging system, you need to turn
your space into a completely
lightproof environment. Locate the position of the pinhole
on the window and make the
usual rise/fall left/right swing
adjustments to either or both
the emulsion frame and pinhole support so as to get the
exact image on your visualisation screen. Replace the screen
with photographic paper and
expose as per your calculations
given outside light conditions.
I normally work with doubleweight multigrade fiber paper.
With a Grade 00 Yellow filter, I
can reduce the hard contrast of
the paper negative and get some
reasonable amount of intermediate grey.
Once the paper is exposed,
the next next challenge is to
process it and you will need appropriate darkroom facilities.
The first time around, I turned
a friend’s studio into a darkroom
with two giant 5 feet by 10 feet
trays on the ground made out of
construction lumber and heavygauge plastic and each containing 100 liters of chemestry! This
being too bulky, I moved to 55”
gutters and processed the paper
by rolling and unrolling it in the
chemistry as if working with a
roll of tapestry paper.
When wet, fiber paper becomes as soft and floppy as a ragdoll and that makes the whole
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Plate with 2.3mm
pinhole. The plate
was used to make
4 feet x 8 feet print
shown in subsequent
images.

Photographer Perrine Perez-Fuentes
demonstrates how to
use of the large dodging tool used to balance exposure from
center to edge.

Guy Glorieux is an art-photographer based in
Montreal. He has shown in galleries in North
America and France. His work is held in public and private collections, He teaches pinhole
photography workshops.

Processing the large pinhole paper negative

Print hangs to dry

Montreal Jacques-Cartier bridge

processing process very challenging. One needs to
be extremely careful not to crease the paper, since
a crease will pretty well kill the print as far as any
gallery or museum acquisition. Drying is also very
challenging.  If I can access a large studio, I will try to
suspend the print from the ceiling for drying. This is
the best way. But drying on a screen is also good.  
If you wish to add to the challenge, you may
consider contact printing the paper negative into
a positive print. The most effective way is to wet
both the paper negative and the unexposed positive
and squegee them together emulsion to emulsion.
MAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6

Make an appropriate number of exposure tests on
16x20 in. or 20x24 in. paper. When you have determined the right exposure, lay the two sheets of
paper on the ground and expose with a flash head,
using an appropriate contrast-grading filter. Gutter-tray-process the positive and hang to dry.
While this technique can yield very nice results,
I generally prefer to keep my own work in the form
of paper negatives. They are visually mysterious,
somewhat akin to the work of Magritte, and they
require the viewer to pause and reconstruct the image before moving on to the next.
MC
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Enviro-Industrio Panoramas
© Joe Harrigan 2007

Invista I
former Dupont Chemical,
Waynesboro VA

R

ecently I have become slightly bored
with my work. I have been producing
the same traditional landscape images
for many years and while this work is
still enjoyable has become a bit routine. There are
times when I need to do something fresh to rejuvenate my work as a whole with creative ideas in the
hopes of becoming better and growing in my work.
I need to progress, to evolve and become more than
I am now. When I studied photography I heard
over and over how everything has been done, ev-
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erything has been photographed. It’s very easy to
fall into this belief because it’s what everyone says
and seemingly most believe. I do not believe it and
I am adamantly against this school of thought. I
feel to some degree this represses creative thinking and allows one to become complacent with reproducing the exact works that have already been
created. I can’t argue that I have not done standard
traditional landscape imagery but I also need to
do something that I created, something that I designed or at least something that I added my own
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personal edge to. To overcome the redundancy of
my normal work, to rejuvenate the imagery and
thinking I have gone head long into my Enviro-Industrio Panoramic series. I started this series years
ago in the late 1990’s and have recently come back
to it to re-investigate the technique and style. Current printing technologies have really helped me
reproduce these images and in years past simply
printing and mounting them was a daunting task.
Currently the series are all photographed on
large format sheet film. I use primarily 4x5 and oc-

casionally 8x10 film for the series. I leave the option of using the square format open in the future.
The actual size of the film is not as important as
the final effect. Film is essential to the process for
me and it also provides a specific element that I
can not get anywhere else. Specifically I am using
the black film edge to provide a separation between
each panoramic frame. This can have many effects
depending on how I overlay each image but it also
adds a mechanical sort of stamped out industrial
feel that is important to the images. Sometimes to
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Old Gleason Plant
Rochester, NY

a small degree it can break up the overall panorama into specific hard edged frames and this is very
much part of what I am doing with some of the
frames. I methodically stamp out the frames as I
scan across the horizon with the tilted camera.
The tilting of the camera is done deliberately
and to point. The tilting of the frames is essential
to the final images. I show that I am really taking
the camera out and deliberately tilting it on purpose by showing the full frame and film edge. If I
were to simply trim down a normal image to the
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confines of the jagged form it would not show
what I am trying to say by taking a large camera
out and tilting it to make a series of images. The
actual technical tilting was originally figured out
using math to determine the proper angle the
camera needed to be put off level to get the corners of the film parallel with the ground. In truth
it was relatively easy to calculate this angle but in
the field finding this angle on the tripod can be another story. Hence some of the earlier panoramas
are not exactly tilted perfectly but that is all part of
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the imagery. Currently I made a simple discovery
that by drawing a line on the ground glass camera
back from corner to corner I can get a good level
line. On top of the line I apply some adhesive to
a tiny square level and stick this on the glass and
simply level the camera in this way so that the corners of the film are very close to parallel with level
ground. This is considerably easier than trying to
locate some odd angle on the tripod head. To control the spacing between each frame I simply use
a guide on the tripod head that has marks equally

spaced on the head. As I turn the tripod head for
each frame I simply stop on the marks and shoot
the frame and move on to the next one.
I have several choices when shooting each scene
and by simply choosing a different lens I get different spacing and distortion. To control distortion to
some degree I try and use as long a lens as possible.
Of course some images require the use of wider
lenses, which decreases the spacing between each
frame and adds to distortion in the overlap areas. I
don’t let the distortion bother me, it is just part of
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Sub-Rubberia
Virginia

making these images. It is nearly impossible to get
everything to line up perfectly and this is simply
part of the style. If I were to do perfect alignments
I feel it would in fact detract from what I am trying
to do with the images. I do tend to use the same
spacing marks on the tripod for panning across
the horizon so you will see different spacing in the
images and some have tighter frames than others
do. Some wide angles end up being spaced twice
as much as a normal or slightly long lens to get a
similar spacing.
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The original tilted panoramas I created were all
done by hand. I printed them by hand on fiber base
gelatin silver paper in the darkroom from 8x10
contacts or 8x10 enlargements from 4x5. This was
very difficult to do in getting each frame to print
identically in exposure where the prints overlap.
After the images were printed it was another ordeal to cut them and mount them on a board to
create the final image. I did several this way but
the large amount of work to create one final piece
was daunting. In fact it was so much work to create
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each final piece I slowed down and simply stopped
doing them after a while. A full print session was
required to print one panoramic to get the prints
perfect and another entire day to cut, trim, mount
and cut the mat that conforms to the print edges. Currently I no longer print these by hand but
print them digitally to chromogenic photo paper
via laser or LED exposure units and even to inkjet.
Initially I scan each sheet of film and rotate the image so that it is tilted correctly and assemble the
images on the computer instead of doing this by

hand. Actually it still takes considerable time on
the computer to scan and assemble the entire image. I can’t say exactly how long it takes but hours
of time are required to do the image assembly and
fine tuning. Essentially I am doing the same thing
I would be doing in the darkroom but with more
control over the process. Eventually after the image
is assembled and in final form the prints are output
on either a digital chromogenic printer or an ink
jet print. I have worked with my local lab in outputting these images so they print to a nice pleas-
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Savannah National
Wildlife Refuge
Georgia

ing neutral grey without harsh colorcasts that were
prevalent with early digital printing processes.
After shooting these for a while I have tried to
cut back the black film edge harshness to some degree. I do now trim off some of the actual black film
edge so that it isn’t so strong that you can see the
overall full image. The other technique I use is to
print the images on full black backgrounds. When
I have completed the image work on the computer
I drop the tilted images onto a blank black layer
and leave just a hairline of white going around the

entire edge of the image. I then use a full black mat
over the mounted print. Black mats have always
been seen as improper but it really works with
these images. Where a white mat is intended to be
totally neutral having no effect over the image the
black mat becomes a distinct part of the work. I
also cut each mat so that it follows the exact edge
of the image form. Normally with a traditional
print you don’t really think about the matting but
it is very important to these images and becomes
more of a part of the overall piece.

Overall these works are really invigorating my
photography work as a whole. I have found a way
to add some creativity to my work in shooting
places that I hope to show that have direct impacts
on the way we live today. Regardless if the image is
about pollution or suburban sprawl these things effect our lives directly. While most people try not to
think about them, perhaps we should think about
what we are doing. As for the technique it’s really a
combination of a lot of ideas that came from tilting
the camera and combining that with the panoram-

ic and applying that to appropriate subject matter.
The project also seems to have limitless possibilities for variations in technique, which is great for
keeping the work fresh. I sometimes go up and
down as well as pan across the horizon and there
are simply hundreds of other ways I can do these
panoramas. Overall these images are really fun to
do and have improved my photographic imaging
and provided the boost I needed in getting back
into photography full force.
MC
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S U B M I T

Y O U R

Centerfold is a new, regular feature
of MAGNAchrom that will showcase
one panoramic photograph printed
large, in a double-wide spread. You
must be a registered user of MAGNAchrom as well as a member of
www.panorama-gallery.com.
To be considered, send an email
to centerfold@magnachrom.com with
the information at right, and a paragraph (or two) describing the photograph, technique, and/or your artistic
vision.

Call for Entries
We are looking for new talent to showcase in
MAGNAchrom. Medium format. Large format.
Custom processes. Tips & techniques. Your vision.
There are many ways to contribute.
There are many ways we can work together.
Send email to editor@magnachrom.com

W O R K

T O

C E N T E R F O L D !

If chosen, you will need to supply a
single image sized fit inside the following pixel box: 5250 wide x 2625
tall pixels in RGB JPG (high quality)
format. Images should not have any
borders.
FTP information will be supplied to
those that win. If you are not chosen, please submit again for the next
issue — there is no limit to the number of times you can submit. Winners
however must wait one year before
submitting again.

About you:
Your Name
________________
Your MC email ________________
Your Website ________________
Describe your panorama:
Title
________________
Camera
________________
Film or back
________________
Exposure
________________
Lens
________________
Year taken
________________
Location
________________
Link to photo ________________

I

´m an advertising photographer working
35mm, MF and LF up to 8x10” and doing
more and more pano-work - rectangular
and spherical. For rectangular I use a 4x5”
Wista and a 4x5/5x7/8x10” Linhof Kardan Bi
with 6x9, 6x12 and 6x17cm backs from DaYi.
For lenses I use 65, 75 and 120mm SuperAngulons. I also use a handheld 6x17 from DaYi with a
90mm SuperAngulon. For MF I use Hasselblads,
Fuji 6x9, and Bronica ETRS and for sentimental
reasons a Rollei 2,8F. For digital cubical panos i
use a Canon 1Ds and 20D mainly with manual
Nikon-lenses of 10,5 and 20mm.
I learned to like panoramic photography because of it´s natural eye-field. Panos provide a
more intensive feeling of “being there” than regular formats even at very wide angle. And extreme
proportions like 6x17 are interesting to use not
just for landscapes but for portraits and details as
well. But still it´s a bit hard to sell to clients due
to the proportions.
For software I still use LivePicture (running
under OS X Classic) and of course Photoshop.
Aurora, Polaris with the drumscanner and Linocolor for flatbed-scanning on a SaphirUltraII from
Linotype/ Heidelberg. For digital work I use C1

from PhaseOne, Photomatix and AutoPanoPro
- which i believe is the most comfortable stitcher
arround with exellent results and performace. For
organizing my pictures I just switched from Aperture to Lightroom because of it´s better RAWconverter. I use an Apple G5 DP Macintosh with
8GB of RAM, 2x500GB HDs, a 23” Cinema Display and a CRT with hardware calibration - and
one of my most important tools: a Wacom-tablet. An Apple G3/4 Mac runs as scanner-station
for the SCSI-scanners. Lately I´ve been gathering
images with remote controlled cameras on long
booms to reach unusual perspectives and places
you can´t go.

You can see more of my work by visiting:
www.klausesser.de or www.klausesserstudio.com
— Klaus Esser
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This photo was scanned on a Howtek D4000 at 2000 dpi from a T-Max 200 negative. The
camera was a Graflex XLS frame with 6x12cm-Back and a Linhof grip. The lens was a
75mm SA with an orange filter from B&W. The film was developed by a professional lab.

Klaus Esser

www.PhilPankov.com
58
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Going Ultra: With a 14x17 Lotus View Camera

60

by Marco Annaratone

PART 1 of 3 — CHOOSING ULF FORMATS

61

T

he rationale for approaching ultra large format photography (hereafter referred to simply as “ULF”) differs a great deal from person to
person. In my case the plan was to streamline as much as possible the
process of capturing light to produce a unique artifact, and in-camera
photography coupled with ULF addressed this goal. I prepared myself for about
two years shooting in-camera Ilfochrome on my 8x10: once the process is mastered its simplicity and immediacy are breathtaking and what I have in my hands
is a truly unique print of a moment in time. I also wanted to shoot in-camera
B&W paper as well as - more conventionally - to contact print negatives. Finally,
I wanted an image size and a range of focal lengths that allowed the viewer to
look at a photograph from a distance of around two feet or half a meter, while
maintaining a reasonably correct perspective. All of the above called for a format
appreciably larger than 8x10.
When I started my ULF quest almost three
years ago one thing I had clear in my mind: the
format had to be 12x20 (oops!). The reason was
simple: back then I was still very much committed to landscape photography and the natural step
out of 8x10 was a large panorama aspect ratio.
The 12x20 is both popular (relatively speaking to
the world of ULF, that is) and similar enough to
the familiar Leica format that moving to it would
have not required a major effort in learning to revisualize images. It is only a bit more elongated
than a 24mm x 36mm frame, i.e., it features a
less aggressive aspect ratio than 8x20. The latter
seemed to make my life more complicated instead
of simpler: enlarging the negative or scanning it
was certainly going to be a bigger feat than doing
the same with 8x10. Contact printing 8x20 was
clearly the answer, but the format simply did not
deliver that visual equilibrium I was looking for.
Finally, but most importantly, both 12x20 and
8x20 required me to cut 16x20 Ilfochrome paper:
no big deal, but something I preferred to do with-
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out. (It goes without saying that the above considerations regarding ‘better’ formats and ‘lesser’ formats are completely personal: your mileage may
indeed vary.)
However, during the past three years my photographic subjects changed rather drastically.
Specifically, I began shooting still life and pursuing conceptual photography more and more often. This convinced me that ULF had to accommodate these two subjects more than landscapes,
and 12x20 no longer served me as well. Once I
realized that 12x20 did not make sense for me
a small Pandora’s box was opened: 12x20 represents the end of the line for panorama formats,
for there is nothing larger than that. Moving to a
much more squarish format one has to consider
both 16x20 and 20x24, besides 14x17. The giant
20x24 format was excluded immediately for several reasons, including logistics, availability and
cost of lenses, availability of film, cost of camera
and holders, and ability to still work (though in
a limited way) in the field. The 16x20 format was
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instead a different story, for it has the advantage
that Ilfochrome paper is available in this size admittedly an intriguing plus - although I could
not base my choice solely or not even primarily
on that because no one knows for how long Ilfochrome will be available. Other than for this
benefit and for a few inches on each side of the
film or paper, there was no compelling reason to
go that big. 14x17 on the other hand has a number of advantages, besides making one’s back a bit
happier in the field. The first advantage is that

ing room. There is also some interesting 14x17 IR
film used in material sciences applications. Secondly, the Ilfochrome paper size issue was going
to be solved rather elegantly anyway (see below).
Thirdly, availability of lenses: specifically, I already
had the lenses. When I decided that it was going to be 12x20 I started looking for lenses, and
within a period of six months I had purchased a
few. Fortunately what covers 12x20 covers (with
more room to spare) 14x17. But even if I had not
owned the lenses, 12x20 and 14x17 can still be

Figure 1. The three lenses that make up the center of gravity of my 14x17 picture taking: Nikon-M 450mm, Fujinon-C 600mm, Schneider G-CLaron 355mm.

14x17 is an industry standard, used extensively in
the health care and material sciences industries.
Your standard X-Ray or MRI picture comes out
on 14in x 17in film, in fact. This offers somewhat
of a fall back position in case the availability of
panchromatic photographic film should dry out.
Medical film is orthochromatic, so I would not
be a happy camper if this turns out to be all that
was available, but still, it would be better than using the camera as a conversation piece in the liv-

shot with so to speak “regular” lenses. Whereas
16x20 is moving the enthusiast into the twilight
zone of ULF, especially if one ignores Schneider’s
spectacular XXL lenses and tries to protect his or
her already comatose bank account.
The set of lenses I had put together consisted
of the classical three that most recommend, that
is Schneider’s 355mm G-Claron, Nikon’s 450mm
Nikkor-M, and Fujinon’s 600mm Fuji-C. You can
read more about them in the article “In the Land
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of Giants” on my www.1827.eu site and see a picture of them in Figure 1. Once robustly stopped-down, these three lenses cover 12x20,
so they handle 14x17 with ease. I also have a Schneider Symmar-S
360mm f/6.8 that covers 12x16 (the Ilfochrome format I will be using) and provides much better quality than the G-Claron at least at
infinity and whereabouts. Filters with the Symmar 360/6.8 are a pain
though, as the front of the lens is really huge: the thread diameter is
120mm, to be painfully precise, even larger than that of the 480mm.
These three lenses deliver also that visual equilibrium I mentioned at the beginning of the section. I am sure that many readers will remember the first time
they saw a picture from a cor20x24
rect viewing distance: walking
slowly toward the picture, all
of a sudden, the picture almost
16x20
snapped into life: in all likelihood that distance was indeed
14x17
the viewing distance. My seeking visual equilibrium also in12x20
cludes allowing for comfortable,
11x14
correct viewing distance. In doing so the right perspective will
8x10
be recreated and the viewer will
then feel that a window has
been opened onto the scene.
Well, how do these three lenses
behave? Without going into
the intricacies of optics theory,
it suffices to say that the correct
A comparison of the various Ultra Large Format proportions and sizes in relation to each other
viewing distance of a 14x17
picture for the three lenses is about equal to their focal length (they
are near-symmetrical and we assume a subject at infinity). Given the
target of two feet or half a meter for viewing the 14x17 prints, both
the Nikon and the Fuji are optimal choices. The G-Claron is a bit
of a stretch but it is still ok. By following this philosophy one has to
exclude, for instance, a lens like the Schneider Symmar XL 210mm.
This lens requires a viewing distance of a 14x17 print well below the
comfortable minimum distance of 250mm. Finally, a rigorous treatment of this subject can be found in “Applied Photographic Optics”
by Sidney F. Ray, Focal Press, 2002 p.235-236.
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The film holders

holder manufacturer blaming the camera company and the other
way around. Call me paranoid.
I was well aware that in-camera Ilfochrome was going to be a
very important part of my work. In fact it was the only way I was going to shoot color pictures. I have been preparing myself for this by
shooting 8x10 in-camera Ilfochrome for almost two years and once
the complexity of the cross-dependency between color cast and reciprocity failure is managed the results can be quite striking. Anyway,
it just happens that a common format for Ilfochrome paper is 12x16,
rather close to 14x17. I decided to have four holders manufactured

A

fter having procured the lenses I considered film holders and camera. I eventually convinced myself that - as
economically distressing as it was - a modern camera was
the answer: finding a used or antique 14x17 was going
to be challenging and I needed a set of movements that a banquet
camera typically does not offer. As for the holders, talking to people
and reading the various forums made me nervous about possible
mismatches between holders and camera - with light leaks resulting
from it. This issue should be less severe with 14x17 than with other

Figure 2. Lotus 14x17 film holder. Note the company’s mark on the bottom of the frame.

formats exactly because the former is a standard. Yet, I was coping
with so much uncertainty (especially with regards to logistics, see
PART 3 of this article) that I had to reduce the risk somewhere. I
decided therefore that only two approaches made sense, i.e.,
 buy the holders and ship them to the camera manufacturer
to make sure his camera is going to work seamlessly with the
holders or
 select a company that manufactures both holders and camera.
I dreaded the idea of finding myself in the crossfire of the film
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Figure 3. detail of the corner.

Figure 4. Lotus 14x17 film holder with dark slide.

I dreaded the idea of
finding myself in the
crossfire of the film
holder manufacturer
blaming the camera
company and the other way around.

that could hold 12x16 or 14x17 film or paper, depending on the
presence of removable inserts. All this, plus a number of custom
requirements for the camera called for a close relationship with the
manufacturer, and living a few hours drive from Lotus View Camera made the choice all the more facile: it was going to be Lotus.
The fact that the company had a track record in ULF cameras was
of critical importance to me, because these large view cameras are
not a souped-up version of an 8x10 folding, they are indeed different designs because they have to withstand stresses (from their own
weight and that of often oversized lenses) that 8x10 let alone 4x5
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Es ist soweit

66

Figure 6. Lotus 14x17 film holder customized
to accommodate 12x16 Ilfochrome paper.

cameras are not even remotely familiar with.
I discussed the requirements for the camera
and the holders with Lotus in December 2006
and ordered the camera in January 2007 for an
expected delivery date of June-July 2007. On May
22nd, 2007 I received an e-mail from Lotus that
simply said: “Es ist soweit.” This can be loosely
translated as: “The time has come.” Soon thereafter I was driving to Austria.
Let’s now have a look at what Lotus has put
together in those five months.Figure 2 shows the
film holder together with a little friend that will
accompany us in this gallery of pictures to provide
a better feeling about actual dimensions.
Lotus is quite famous for its film holders and
rightly so. Their design changes from size to size,
something that may not be known by many peo-

ple. Problems of overall strength of the holder and
film flatness call for different solutions, and in fact
the 20x24 holders are reinforced in several places
exactly to account for the increase in weight, area,
and therefore stress on the material. The exquisite quality of the craftsmanship can be seen in the
details, as a close-up of the corner of a holder in
Figure 3 demonstrates.
The 14x17 holder dark slide is quite light (see
Figure 4), and so is in fact the holder itself. While
the 20x24 holders are truly massive pieces of gear,
the 14x17 holders are indeed pleasantly light.
I had asked Lotus to design and manufacture four holders, all identical; two of them were
to accommodate the Ilfochrome 12x16 paper.
The design had to be such that in a relative painless way I could return the two holders to their

original purpose, i.e., that of housing 14x17 film.
Again, I did not want to commit myself to custom
12x16 holders that could not be easily retrofitted
to 14x17. Lotus came back with a really ingenious
solution that is described below.
The three red arrows in Figure 5 show the removable inserts (in wood, painted in black) that
reduce the size to 12x16. They have proper rails
to allow the paper to slide in as if it were a normal negative and the specific thickness of the Ilfochrome paper has been taken into account. The
inserts are actually glued to the bottom of the inner face of the holder; the glue, however, is of the
kind that can be removed and hence the three inserts can be removed if one wants to retrofit the
holder to a standard 14x17 holder. The piece of
wood marked with a green arrow serves a different purpose, as we shall see below.
The piece of wood shown with the green arrow
in Figure 6 (bottom) is properly chamfered to account for the thickness of the paper and is placed
at the end of the paper once the latter has been
fully inserted. After this is done the holder is finally
closed by pressing down as shown in figure 6 (top).
An audible “click” confirms that the film is correctly
in place and the dark slide can now be slid into the
holder. This procedure has been tried several times
with the eyes closed and after some short training
it is as painless as loading film in a standard large
format holder. In fact, the paper is rather thick and
quite rigid and slides into the holder with ease.
Pressing the end wood piece blocks the paper into
the holder (see Figure 7).

Next:
Part 2 — The Camera
Figure 5. Lotus 14x17 film holder customized to accommodate
12x16 Ilfochrome paper. Pressing with one finger one can hear
a ‘click’ that signals that the paper is correctly in place and it is
now time to slide in the dark slide.

Figure 7. Lotus 14x17 film holder customized to accommodate 12x16 Ilfochrome paper. Shown in the picture is a sheet of Ilfochrome paper.
MAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6
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Part 2 — The Camera

T

he camera weighs
almost 12 Kg, i.e.,
somewhat shy of 26
pounds. The outside
dimensions are 22 x 55 x 66
(centimeters) or 8.6 x 21.6 x 26
(inches). Lotus was telling me
that 14x17 is at this point the
largest camera they feel comfortable manufacturing with still a
“field camera” look and feel, and
- most important - usability (I
imagine they included 12x20
as well though). When I picked
up my camera I could compare
it with the 20x24 sample that is
kept in their office and the difference between them in terms of
design and overall manufacturing solutions is striking. They are
indeed very different cameras. In
fact, Lotus will build a 16x20 as
a scaled-down 20x24, not as a
scaled-up 14x17. I did not need
another reason not to go for the
16x20 format, but this last piece
of information certainly helped.
(As for the weight of the camera,
after a few weeks of using it I have
become quite suspicious of cameras much lighter
than mine - unless materials other than wood are
used, of course - because the forces at play are so
strong that a smart design certainly helps but sheer
mass is still required to tame them, there is really
no escape.)
As far as camera movements are concerned I
asked for swing and tilt in the back but no shift or
rise, as I was concerned about rigidity. I asked instead for geared rise/fall, shift, center tilt and base
tilt, and swing in the front. Geared focus both in

Figures 16 & 17. The back can be rotated 90 degrees and is blocked by
two latches on top (red arrows).

the front and in the back (for the well known problem in ULF photography that most of us do not
have gorilla’s arms) and a 1200mm bellows (the
latter turned out to be in fact closer to 1300mm).
While I did not expect to use extreme wide angle
lenses, I still wanted to make sure I could mount
a 210mm Super Symmar XL lens. I can move the
front as well as the back forward so that the bed
will not show up in the picture. Tilting the camera forward is an effective workaround to keep the
bed of the camera out of the picture with extreme
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wide angle lenses, but not when you are dealing
with 30 pounds of camera and lens. Moroever, if
one places the camera directly on the base of the
tripod tilting is clearly not an option, as tilting the
whole tripod forward is a rather scary proposition.
One final word about the movements: while conventional landscape photography does not call for
extensive movements, I am planning to use this
camera to produce still life photographs, conceptual images, and indeed landscape photography
but with an intense use of selective focusing. All
three called for movements that, while not on a
par with those found in a typical monorail studio
camera, were definitely more extensive than those
offered by a vintage banquet camera.
Past (negative) experiences turned me into a
loyal fan of the bail mechanism in an 8x10 camera, and the 14x17 could not be without it. The

bail of the 14x17 Lotus is taken from the 20x24
- only smaller - and works beautifully. It is very
smooth and makes inserting the holder a real delight. Finally, I wanted to shoot both 14x17 as well
as 17x14 with ease. Therefore it had to be possible to rotate the back 90 degrees. This makes the
whole camera bigger and heavier because all the
measures in the back (rear bellows, frame, ground
glass, etc ) are scaled up to 17x17, but the tradeoff
was well worth it in my opinion. Even when I was
sold on the 12x20 format I always had this tiny bit
of anxiety when thinking about using the 12x20
camera vertically (the specific manufacturer notwithstanding). I know it can be done, but I never
heard anybody bragging about how easy it is. Finally, one thing that always surprised me was the
lack of complaints in the various forums about the
camera rotating on the screw that attaches it to
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done it is possible to start unfolding the camera,
as shown in Figure 9.
My first impression was to notice the surprisingly great number of knobs and levers, more than
those I was used to deal with on my now departed
8x10 Arca-Swiss or on the 8x10 Phillips Compact II that I use right now. Many mechanisms

- such as the moving forward and backward of the
front and rear standard or the rise/fall mechanism
have actually two locking mechanisms: one is the
classical left-side knob that once tightened blocks
the movement, the other is a pair of levers that
accomplish the same goal. Why this philosophy?
Part of the reason is the constant preoccupation
of Lotus with these large cameras of being able to
deal with heavy lenses. Once the camera is fully
open, as shown in Figure 10, it is easy to notice
this philosophy of being capable of handling heavy
lenses showing up in many other places, starting
with the massive front standard and the two heavy
duty rails with the geared tracks for rise and fall.
The lens board is a standard 6in x 6in Deardorff style board in solid cherry (like the rest of
the camera); the one shown in Figure 10 has a
hole to accommodate a lens in Copal 3. The lens
board is painted black and chamfered in the back
in such a way that although the board is square
there is a clear up and down orientation when
one has to insert it and then lock it in the front
standard. The board is (wisely) made up of three
separate pieces with the wood grain at 90 degrees:
this makes the board much less prone to warping because of humidity gradients. The substantial thickness of the board does not hurt either, of
course. I also ordered an undrilled board so that
I could keep it on the camera when the latter is
closed or moved around. It reduces the amount of

Figure 11. Close-up of front base gears. They provide base tilt, shift, & swing.

Figure 12. Front standard shift and swing (no base tilt in the picture).

Figure 8. Front view of closed 14x17 on the tripod with a little friend to show actual size.

the tripod when inserting the holder or applying
an extensive movement: it happened to me often
enough with other view cameras to drive me crazy.
When I ordered my 8x10 Phillips Compact II I
asked Dick Phillips for two 3/8 female screws on
the base at about 3in distance so that I could attach
an Arca-like plate with two screws. That solved
the problem, since it was moving the rotational
stress to the head-to-tripod interface, something
that could be tightened with passion with no fear
of damaging parts of the camera. I asked Lotus to
implement the same solution. This choice turned
out to be less important than I thought, because
of the excellent Berlebach tripod that I bought after taking possession of the camera. But I am getting ahead of myself here.
When folded (see Figure 8), the camera is kept
locked by a vertical lever. It is recommended to unlock this lever when the camera has to be shipped,
as some serious vertical stress could damage (and
even break) the brass pin. It is advisable to put
some material between the back and the front
(e.g., polystyrene) to avoid too much compression of the bellows, if vertical stress is applied to

Figure 10. Front view of the 14x17 fully opened Lotus View camera.

Figure 9. We open the camera.

the camera during shipping. To open the camera
one has to unlock the vertical lever and make sure
the two side knobs that control the back tilt (not
shown in the picture) are unlocked. When this is
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dust that gets deposited on the inside of the bellows (and eventually on the film).
Figure 11 shows a close-up of the mechanisms
that provide the movements to the front standard.
We have (1) two knobs for base-tilt (with also a
90 degree position), (2) two knobs to disengage the
thick plate and provide front swing, and (3) a lever
that when unlocked allows the front to shift left or
right. The result of this can be seen in Figure 12.
The camera bed actually consists of two beds,
one over which there is the back standard and one
over which there is the front standard. The way
the camera focuses and the bellows get extended
or shortened is accomplished in two ways, i.e., a
coarse way and a fine way. The former is controlled

Figure 13. Detail of geared focusing of the front standard.

by levers that when unlocked allow one to move
(by hand, pushing or pulling) one of the two beds.
The decision of which one to extend - or better, of
the relative percentage of extension of each one
- has a lot to do with maintaining an overall balance of the camera on the tripod. One bed would
not be the right solution as the camera would easily become unbalanced. Having two beds allows
one to properly distribute the weight over the tri-

73

Figure 15. Detail of mechanism in the back for geared forward/back
movement.

pod. What we see in the Figure 13 instead the fine
mechanism. There is one knob on the right side,
one knob on the left side (not shown in the picture) and two levers, the one on the right side is
shown. The knob on the right side and shown in
the picture is the one responsible for moving forward and backward the front standard along the
geared rail. The knob on the left side blocks the
movement, and so do the two levers when pointed
toward the center of the camera (in the picture the
lever is pointing the opposite way). The rationale
for this double locking mechanism is to ensure
that when heavy lenses are used and the camera
is slightly tilted up or down the standard is absolutely, positively locked in place.
It is interesting to notice the complexity of the
camera in the close-up in Figure 13 as well as in the
many other pictures.
While a cursory examination of the camera
would seem to reveal a
standard folding view
camera, upon closer examination many small
manufacturing details
and solutions appear.
The camera is truly a
complex three-dimensional jig-saw puzzle!

Once again, one of the driving factors in imple- a heavy lens securely blocked while tilted along its
menting certain design decisions has been the abil- horizontal axis does require an iron grip.
ity to cope with severe stresses. It is possible to see
The movements in the back are less sophistithis design goal in action in Figure 14 that shows cated. Figure 15 shows a close-up of the geared
a detail of the rise and fall and
center swing mechanisms. The
geared rise and fall movement is
controlled by a pair of knobs not
shown in the picture. As usual
the knob on the right side moves
up or down the lens board along
the geared vertical rail, while the
knob on the left locks the lens
board in place. That is the classical solution in many cameras
(e.g., the front standard of an
F-line Arca-Swiss) but Lotus
deemed this insufficient to cope
with expected stresses. Therefore, a true locking mechanism,
this one shown in Figure 14, has
been added on both sides of the
standard. This lock need not be
used, but when it is used it locks
securely the lens board no matter how heavy the lens is. It is a
push-lock, pull-unlock mechanism.
Finally, the knob in the top
part of the picture is the one re- Figure 18. Three-quarter view of the camera from the back.
sponsible for center-tilt. There is
of course another knob on the other side. Either focusing mechanism. This setup mirrors that in
one or both can be tightened to lock the lens board the front, with a lever on both sides to block the
at whatever tilt angle is deemed necessary. The in- camera and knobs for moving forward and backteresting fact that may not be evident by simply ward. Finally, as I said above, the bed is split into
looking at the picture is that these two knobs and two parts and therefore one can (typically) pull
their internal/external mechanisms are almost the bed in the rear away from the camera to extwice the size of all the other knobs in the camera. tend the bellows as required while maintaining
Whoever knows a bit about stresses and deforma- the camera properly balanced.
tions understands that keeping a lens board with
Figure 16 (page 69) shows a three-quarter view

Figure 14. Detail of geared rise and
fall of the front standard.
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of the camera from the back
with the mechanism — typical
of most folding cameras — for
back tilt. Like in most cameras
there is a notch to lock the rear
standard at 90 degrees. Note
the “no-nonsense” reinforcement plate on the side of the
rear standard. The bail system is
taken unchanged from the Lotus 20x24 flagship; it is simply
scaled down in size but not in
the strength of the mechanisms
itself.
Figure 17 (page 69) shows
how the back looks when rotated 90 degrees for 17x14 format. Two latches (red arrows)
block the back to the frame of
the camera. Male/female pins
properly positioned at the opposite corners provide a secure fit;
this has the added benefit that
two latches on top are not those Figure 19. With a 360mm Symmar S, a huge lens that in this case is dwarfed by the size of the camera.
solely responsible for keeping
the back connected to the camera frame but some the care in the details with the four tiny rubber
of the stresses are absorbed by the pins as well. Fi- feet placed underneath the bed.
For the grand finale I mounted a big Schneider
nally, the ground glass has four etched-in corners
and other markers that delimit the 12x16 format Symmar S 360mm on the camera, as shown in figwhen shooting in-camera Ilfochrome (the blue ar- ure 19. I am not sure the lens will cover 14x17 but I
know that it will be fine for 12x16, so it is not really
rows show a few of them).
Figure 18 shows some more details through a blasphemous wedding. The lens does not really
an unusual viewpoint. First, the reinforcement look like such a big hunk of glass in this case, but is
plate is provided with two 3/8 female screws for rather well proportioned with the camera. Having
the reasons that I have explained before. Second, said this I am not sure whether this is good news or
one can see under the rear standard the two levers bad news ... ouch!
(see the green arrows) that release the rear base
plate and allow for the rear swing. Again, the only
movements possible in the back are (limited) base Next Issue:
tilt and swing. No rise, no fall, no shift. Note again PART 3 — LOGISTICS
Part 3 will deal with logistics and examples of in-camera ULF Ilfochrome
photography as well as 14x17 B&W film and paper development for
contact printing in a Jobo drum.
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MAGNAchrom 2007
ad size and rates
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45p x 45p
(190.5mm x 190.5mm)
$675 US
for more information, contact:
advertise@magnachrom.com

www.badgergraphic.com
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We have what your looking for in medium and large format cameras including all the accessories.
Lee Filter Alpa K.B.Canham Tachihara Leica Mamiya Toho Fotoman Toyo Rodenstock Arca-Swiss Ebony
Canon Schneider Fujinon Linhof Ries Gitzo Leica Domke Lightware Lowepro Tenba Gilde Fuji Manfrotto

1225 DELANGLADE ST - KAUKAUNA - WI - 54130 - USA PHONE:920.766.9332 FAX:920.3081

Trades Accepted ~ Used Equipment ~ Worldwide Shipping
W W W. M A G N A C H R O M . C O M

DIY inkjet print onto aluminum
by Mary Taylor

enjoy imaging onto multiple substrates and aluminum in various
forms makes a wonderful substrate
for photography. The inherent reflectivity and neutral silver hue of the aluminum
works with many tonal ranges and pre-coating
adds a hand wrought quality to my photography.
Alternative aluminum surfaces are rigid aluminum sheets, aluminum tape or composite (silver)
leaf. Aluminum sheets and tape are found in hardware/home improvement stores and composite
(silver) leaf is found from art suppliers. All of the
aluminum will need to be prepped for imaging on
with an inkjet printer.
Using an inkjet pre-coat, (inkAID™) I’m able
to pre-coat absorbent and non absorbent surfaces
to accept the ink used in inkjet printers. Additionally I’m using wide format archival inkjet printers
with a straight paper path, primarily the Epson
printers ranging from the 3800 to the 9800 series.
Some of the recent model printers from Hewlett
Packard have similar capabilities with straight paper feeds and ink quality. If you have a printer that
cannot handle rigid materials through a straight
paper path, use the softer, more pliable forms of
aluminum: tape, foils or leaf. The pliable aluminum
is adhered to the surface of paper or film and then
coated with an inkjet pre-coat, such as inkAID™.
When using the tape or the leaf seams are created
as the wide format substrate is built. The seams
create added interest in some photography and
diminish it in others, for your own photography
experimentation will lead you to what works.
Preparing the rigid aluminum sheets requires
cleaning before applying the inkjet pre-coat. In
the manufacturing process of milling aluminum a

greasy residue is left. That has to be removed and
finding pristine aluminum sheets is a challenge so
it is necessary to minimize the scratches and dents
or accept them as inherent in the process of imaging on aluminum. I minimize scratches by using
0000 steel wool to buff out the surface of the aluminum. After minimizing scratches or accepting
them I clean the aluminum with a solvent citrus
cleaner (Citra-Solv™) to remove grease, next soap

Mary will be giving two workshops in the coming months:
2-day Digital Printmaking Workshop, Friday
& Saturday, October 19 & 20, 9am-5pm,
Marshfield Massachusetts
2-day Mixed Media Workshop, Saturday &
Sunday, February 9 & 10 2008, 10am-5pm,
Center For the Arts, Manasses, Virginia, USA
To register call 703.330.2787

Ridge Reflections
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and water, finally IPA (isopropyl alcohol). Then
with a new foam brush I apply 2 to 3 coats of
inkAID™ Type II. I let the inkAID™ dry in between coats, frequently over night. The inkAID™
Type II goes on the aluminum smoothly with a
foam brush. I work it in both directions coating
evenly. Most of the bubbles left by the brush will
self level and not affect the final image.
To safely get the rigid aluminum through my printer
and to facilitate over printing
the edges of the aluminum I
adhere it with double stick carpet tape to a carrier sheet. The
double stick tape is applied to
the backside (uncoated side) of
the aluminum sheet and stuck
down onto a carrier sheet. (For
a carrier sheet butchers paper
or other stiff paper works well.)
On the paper I draw a simple
template by drawing a line
across the paper 2” down from
the top and another line 2” in
from the left side. The aluminum sheet is stuck down onto
the template aligned to lines on
the top and left side of my paper. The template helps get the
alignment right in my printer
and allows for overprinting (full bleed) without
messing up the printer. In the computer printer
setup I begin by defining the paper size as the size
of the carrier sheet, I then tell the printer to begin printing 2” down from the top and 2” from
the left. It will begin printing there and print full
bleed over my entire sheet of aluminum. Using
carrier sheets or template sheets is useful for gaining control over your full bleed printing especially
if you want to use custom paper sizes.

Once the photograph is done printing I remove
it carefully from the printer, let it dry over night. I
then post coat it with Krylon Crystal clear first as
a barrier coat between the ink and the final hard
protective coating. Finally I apply a finish coat of
hard MSA (mineral spirits acrylic) varnish. I then
remove the print on aluminum from the carrier
sheet. Leaving the aluminum on the carrier sheet

If you want pristine gorgeous
aluminum sheets in variant
tones you can purchase it from
inkAID.com — it is pre coated
for inkjet printing.

Supplies/Suppliers:

Booksmart Precoated aluminum
distributed by inkAID

inkAID
inkAID Type II clear is available online directly
from inkAID

Sampler set 5 sheets, 5 colors
8.5 x 11” $47.25

$35 US per quart, $80 US per gallon

8.5” x 11” minimum purchase
10 sheets $70.
20” x 24” minimum 5 sheets
$215.

MC

until you finished with all the handling will help
prevent scratches and possibly ink movement.
These prints by their nature are somewhat delicate and must be handled with care until the finish coating is dried. The final varnish coating is
a semi durable surface like plexiglass (it will take
some abuse but not as much as we would all like).
I mount them to the surface wooden box frames
or place them into a metal frames without glass.

The inherent
reflectivity and
neutral silver hue
of the aluminum
works with many
tonal ranges and
pre-coating adds
a hand wrought
quality to my
photography

Aluminum .010 inches thick
36 x 36” sheet $22 US average
Available in home improvement stores like
Home Depot in the sheet metal section

www.inkAID.com
888 424-8167
or in other retail/online establishments
Charrette
www.charrette.com
800 367-3729
Daniel Smith
www.danielsmith.com
800 426-6740
Citra Solv
www.citra-solv.com
203-778-0881
or found in health food /organic markets
IPA isopropyl alcohol
91% available almost everywhere
0000 steel wool
available at most hardware stores
foam brush
available at most hardware stores
double stick carpet tape
carrier sheet ( I use a white butcher paper)
Krylon Crystal Clear or other clear acrylic
spray post coat
Hard MSA (Mineral Spirits Acrylic) Varnish
from www.goldenpaints.com
Mineral spirits to dilute the varnish
Bristle brush
Inkjet printer with straight paper path

Mary can be contacted at Mary@MaryTaylorArt.com
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[INTERVIEW] Denise Ross
MAGNAchrom I’m sitting here looking at your pictures. It’s quite
enjoyable to see somebody’s work who doesn’t feel that photography
has to be what comes out of the camera.
Denise Ross No, it doesn’t. But you know, I can’t help but think about
hybrid photography and photography in general in the last couple of
days as I’ve been thinking about talking with you. That’s an interesting point. About what is photography and how much it should be
different from what comes out of the camera.
MC Well, especially in this digital age when the level of competency to take a decent picture has dropped so much that pretty much
anybody can take a technically good picture. And if you shoot enough
pictures you’re going to get a great picture sooner or later.
DR In the same vein, I think some of the most exciting photography actually right now — images that stand up and grab you like the
old guys’ used to — are coming out of cell phone cameras.
MC Hah!
DR The thing is, one of the most exciting things is when you’re
there and taking the picture, I think that can be just hugely exciting.
MC You certainly see that on flickr a lot. Amateurs of course have
flocked to it. It’s a free online international gallery and they get kudos
and criticism — it’s very dynamic. Very exciting stuff coming out of
there. Not necessarily things that would hang in a museum. But as
images, certainly there’s plenty of interesting images to look at there.
DR But you simply don’t know that they might not be hanging
somewhere, someday, as an historical piece or a piece of honest journalism or something we haven’t yet thought of.
MC That’s an interesting thought ...
DR Having said that I will never take a picture with a cell phone
camera!
MC Yeah sure!
DR But, we have to recognize that photography is in flux right now.
And I think it’s all for the good.
MC So how did you get to this point? Tell me about your art background.
DR I was a very geeky little kid. I was an amateur naturalist/artist.
I’d carry around my watercolor set and my bug collecting kit. I was
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just always going back and forth between art and
science. It was my intention, all through my childhood in fact, that I was going to be a scientific illustrator. One thing or another didn’t quite work
out, and so I ended up taking a year of art classes
and then a year of science classes and then a year of
art classes, for years. After it was all said and done
I ended up with a Master’s in botany. But then I
went right out and returned to photography. That’s
the condensed version of the trail.
MC As a young man myself, I wanted to design
automobiles. And I knew that at eighteen years
old. I knew exactly what I wanted to do. Yet here I
am doing something quite different than that, and
I don’t think of it as a detour at all. I think of it
simple as the way I got here.
DR It may sound banal, but I think it’s true
none-the-less: it’s all about the journey.
MC Ain’t it the truth!
DR After all, the destination isn’t really all that
important. In fact, the ultimate destination kind of
sucks. So you might as well enjoy the journey.
MC Or maybe it doesn’t suck. We won’t know
until we get there, right?
DR That’s true. As a devout agnostic, that’s especially true for me.
MC A devout agnostic — that’s an interesting
concept as I was born and raised Catholic...
DR Well, I was raised a Lutheran in Northern
Minnesota, so I’ve got one foot in Scandinavian
mythology and one foot in Catholicism…great
fodder for an artist.
MC Another interesting journey. These days my
wife and I live in a little village in Massachusetts
and we have to walk to the grocery store to get our
mail. There’s a little church down the street we walk
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to, a United Church of Christ. It’s literally a community church — we know everybody. It feels so
“this is what it’s supposed to be” like.
DR Oh that’s so nice. That’s sweet.
MC I’ve left the big organizations and it actually
fits. The whole idea of it fitting and finding yourself
and finding your friends is really quite true.
DR Indeed it is.
MC So you found yourself in the hybrid world.
Were you doing this before the digital revolution?
DR I started out in photography, let’s see, I guess
it’s got to be thirty years ago and I was always interested in the historical alternatives to printing. I got
my Bachelors in public health education. However,
right after that I started in on a MFA in photography at Arizona State University. I took a number
of alternative process classes until low and behold,
I got pregnant and I dropped out of school. That
made me reexamine where I was going and where
photography was going. I started with an old Speed
Graphic with film and I’ve always had a darkroom.
About fifteen years ago I was working as a botanist
and I had a microscope so I started hand-coloring with dyes under the microscope. I had been a
retouch artist in Meisel in Dallas many years ago
and I always loved that so I picked up some old
black and white prints that I had. I put them under
the microscope and I started coloring them with
retouching dyes. It took literally two weeks to do
one print. Over a couple of years I got a number of
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these together and I would hang them ‘not for sale’
because you could never sell anything with that
much time involved.
MC Quite the dilemma.
DR About that time good flatbed scanners came
along. When they arrived a light went off and I said,
‘ah ha! I can reproduce them’... so for me it started
out as basically a reproduction, a good “Xerox” of
the hand colored work.
MC But the thought must have occurred to you
that you could shoot a 4x5 copy-chrome of your
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work.
DR Actually, I never did. I tried a number of
times with submitted slides. Unfortunately, I never
liked the way they looked. It wasn’t right, it didn’t
capture it.
MC Was it too flat?
DR It became... well it looked like a copy to me.
MC Got it.
DR It wasn’t necessarily that detail was lost or
anything like that, but it looked like a photograph
of a photograph. So, very early on I called them reproductions of hand colored art or something like
that.
MC Sure.
DR I stopped that quite quickly because I realized, before I ever heard of the concept of hybrid,
we’re all on to something different here. A digital
print of a scanned original doesn’t have to be considered a reproduction of anything. It is its own
thing. So I stopped calling my hand-colored originals “originals” and just started calling them color

positives. Because they started from a black and
white film negative, they moved to a color positive
and then the final digital print was in fact the authentic product.
MC Was the key scanner technology or was the
key the fact that inkjet printers produced an original that didn’t look like a photograph of a photograph?
DR That’s it, exactly. I didn’t even try to show my
first digital prints. I don’t even remember what the
first inkjet printer I had was, but it did not make
me happy. It was at least two steps earlier than the
Epson 2200. I also had an early Epson flatbed scanner well before my 1680. It only had eight bit color
instead of sixteen. But I started really being happy
with things with the 2000 printer. Except of course
for the green tinge.
MC We all had such experiences.
DR Now the 2400 — is really pretty much as
high a quality as I need to be satisfied with things.
MC My first digital scans were done in Photo-
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shop 1, actually... in 1989
DR Wow, you are antique!
MC I remember all the problems with mappings
and color spaces. They didn’t have any of those
features and it was nightmarish. Eventually by the
mid-nineties the first affordable scanners came
out. I think it was an Epson 600, I forget what the
numbers were, boy, I’m forgetting it. I guess my
first quality scanner was an Agfa Arcus. The scan
produced was quite acceptable but the only output
device at that time was either an offset printer via
color separations or an Iris, which were brand new
in the 1992-1993 timeframe. So it really took until
the late nineties until all the pieces started to come
together.
DR Wasn’t it just exciting? Wasn’t it just like an
Ah-ha? You know, it is interesting that a relatively slow-evolving process could then come in with
such Ah-ha clarity – where it feels like, wow, this
has become a new art form.
MC Well, let me ask you a very pointed question
then. If it’s an end-to-end process, does it matter
what camera you shoot with? Or do you see a difference in the “end-to-endness” if you start digital
and end with digital? Because I noticed that many
of your prints originate with medium format.
DR Yes, I see a difference. None of my handcolored work comes from a digital camera. It’s all
from film. And my smallest negative is 6x7. But I
don’t even have very many of those. And it’s not
so much that the 5x7 negative has more information, even though it clearly does. Most people can
tell that there’s something subtly different. There’s
a little bit more of something to the larger negative.
But equally important, I can recognize the different characteristics of individual lenses. So for me
it’s much more what lens the camera carries. My
view cameras have interchangeable lenses but all
of my medium formats are — except for the 6x7
— rangefinders and they have a fixed lens.
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MC So do you use Mamiya or Fuji rangefinders?
DR I have Fujis: two 6x9s.
MC Those are lovely.
DR Yes, and a G617.
MC Those have f/4 lenses, right? Or perhaps
f/4.5 or something?
DR Oh, gack, I don’t know. I don’t pay much
attention to that end. I usually shoot with as small
an aperture as possible.
MC What’s the depth of field like?
DR Well, I tape the aperture at the minimum
and then I know what the depth of field is. And
I always frame — unconsciously, I suppose — the
image I’m shooting within the depth of field. And
so I don’t even have to focus.
MC Simple.
DR I glance through the range finder and I know
everything’s going to be in focus because the barrel
is taped. I don’t even use an exposure meter because
I’ve got a pretty good idea of what exposure goes
with that f stop. So it’s all pretty automatic. Large
format point and shoot.
MC What materials do you use when you shoot
medium format?
DR 120 film, almost always either Tri-X or Tmax 100.
MC Have you stopped processing it or are you
still processing it yourself?
DR I have always processed it.
MC Oh my, so it really is an end-to-end process
for you because part of it is the soup and the characteristic scanning and all kind of...
DR Oh, absolutely. Back when I was in graduate
school, I had a job as a custom darkroom printer for
a really nice lab in Phoenix, Arizona. That’s what
it’s always been about. I just plain love darkrooms.
I love the smell of fix. I mean, I cannot imagine giving up my darkroom. I can imagine giving up film.
If film actually went away one day, I would grieve
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but I’d move on and I would always find a way to
be in the darkroom. And in part that’s what all this
handmade emulsion and hand-coated black and
white paper is all about. I will always be in the darkroom even if I have to invent the excuse.
So I guess I’m adding an extra layer. Instead of trying to remove a layer of analog, I’m trying to add a
layer by making my own black and white paper.
MC Oh, might you see yourself going to ultra
large format, maybe?
DR No, no because I’m getting… Okay, now
this doesn’t go anywhere, between you and me, I’m
getting too old for big cameras. The 5x7 is starting
to be just a bit much. You know, after a mile of carrying that out, I’ve been known to start whining.
My husband is a wonderful friend and camel, but
we have an agreement that he doesn’t carry everything, and I know that I could never get away with

whining about a bigger camera than the 5x7.
MC Well, not to mention that, depending upon
the size you print them, the new films are so much
sharper than they were just twenty, thirty years
ago.
DR Absolutely.
MC And a 6x9 today, particularly today with
modern glass, probably matches the quality of 4x5
in the seventies.
DR I think that’s true, I really do.
MC So here you are walking around with 6x9
camera (6x7 in the case of Mamiya 7) and it’s probably producing the quality of negative that people
in the sixties and seventies would dream of.
DR I have every negative that I’ve ever taken.
I can compare my 4x5s of the late seventies with
some of the smaller negatives I get now. T-max 100
6x9 compares well with an old 4x5, and they make
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identical prints. And the dynamic range is better
from the 120...
MC 4x5 has gotten better too there’s no question. But if we look back and compare the Halcyon
days of 4x5 and dream, and think of that was the
ultimate. The reality is everything has gotten better in incremental ways. Today unless you’re producing huge prints that are meant to be looked at
up close, medium format offers a viable alternative.
Particularly as you say, if traveling light is a key part
of your lifestyle and carrying equipment is becoming onerous, then a light weight package certainly
has a place in the world of photography.
DR It does, it does, definitely. And, and even
more so, I believe for me, that I’m viscerally turning
against the ‘bigger is better craze’. Not just in photography. We used to have a hundred pound German Shepherd. Now we live with a thirty pound
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Sheltie. My husband and I have
downsized everything but Joy.
You don’t have to use all resources available to live or to produce
a photograph. I’m now starting
to work backwards into smaller
and smaller. Of course, there
comes a point where something
is too small to record the detail
that’s there. And at that point,
you have to say, whoa, there is a
size limitation. I mean a downsize limitation.
MC
Sure.
DR
So, my 120 negatives
are more than serving their purpose. And my 5x7s only have to
be enlarged 2x.
MC
They must look stunning.
DR
That’s as good as or
perhaps actually better than a
contact print. I’ve never decided.
MC Where is the line for a person who is manually adding something to a photograph?
DR The line? You mean like an ethical line? A
moral line? A technical line?
MC I was getting at the ideas of where do you
want that line between that I can see the artistanry
of my hands versus the artistanry that is the mechanical machine called a camera? For example, you
could apply the paint heavier, and then suddenly it’s
more of a painting than a photograph, right?
DR Correct.
MC So then there must be a delicate balance
and for you where is that line? When do you know
you’ve gone too far and this is no longer a photograph that’s been hand painted, it’s starting to be a
painting that started life as a photograph?
DR I actually haven’t thought about that for a
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while. I have come to the point
where I pretty well recognize
where I’m going when I start.
That’s a good question. You can
give me a second to chew on it.
When I first started hand coloring, towards the end of the
process I would tape the print
to a kitchen cabinet and I’d just
leave it there for a day or two. I’d
walk by it in different light and
look at it with one eye, look at it
with two eyes, and decide what it
should look like. Usually I added
more. But there were a couple of
times that I just took and soaked
the whole thing in water and
started over. So I don’t know. I
can’t tell you, I guess. Sorry, this
is too many words. Because I just
know where I’m going. Someone
else might go in a different direction. I don’t know that anybody
else hand-colors with dyes. So I
couldn’t tell you. I haven’t been
able to have that conversation
with anybody else.
MC Well, perhaps that’s the
answer. Dyes pretty much prevent seeing paint strokes. I mean
if you were using gouache or any
of the more opaque materials,
at some point, I would see your
brush strokes before I saw the
pixels or the image or the silver.
DR I don’t know if you’ve read
the artist statement that I have
on my website?
MC I read it but I couldn’t
possibly repeat it. But you can
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reiterate some details for me.
DR When I started photography, I was in the southwest, living in
Phoenix. There was the black and white view camera and the whole
Ansel Adams thing — who’s still my hero, by the way.
MC Interesting coming from an Agnostic. Because he was so spiritually tied to the land. He actually talked about how spiritual he was
when he was doing his photography. But you’re right, he was also
somewhat anti-religious, He didn’t seem to believe much in
big organizations.
DR
True. And I think he was very much of
what we call anti-religious today, very different
from anti-spiritual. But, the idea of black and
white photography was to simplify things
down to an abstract. That’s a primary
goal. When I moved to Oregon in the
late eighties everything was just so
green and lush. You know – trees
everywhere. Visual chaos. You
live in Massachusetts so you
know what I mean.
MC
They’re definitely
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different palettes.
DR So I went out with my
black and white camera and
I took pictures and they were
meaningless. They were pathetic,
and I just kind of walked away
from photography. That’s when
I decided to complete my education with science. When I started
picking up and doing the hand
coloring under the microscope, I
recognized that the coloring was
the way to make an essentially
straight color photograph cleared
of the visual chaos, not what
you’d think of as a hand colored
photograph. Hand coloring conjures up all kinds of strange connotations because most handcolorists work with oils and pencils
for an altered abstract effect.
What I try to do with the dyes is
to create a genuine color photograph that is somehow more for
being less. A slide, or now digital
file, of the same image handcolored rarely looks the same; not
because the handcolored image
is a lie, but because the ‘truth’ is
presented more clearly. At least,
that’s my hope.
MC Well, there’s certainly a
long tradition of this if we go
back to the 1880 postcards. I’m
looking at one of your pictures
right now. It’s a sand dune and
there’s grass and a house with
a red roof in the background, a
lighthouse it looks like.
DR Yeah, it’s the Coquille
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Lighthouse in Bandon, Oregon.
MC And it hits me as having that kind of soft quiet look that many
of these hand painted things look. And yet, I would say yours is more
careful in the sense that it’s not obvious that it’s hand painted.
DR When I hang in a show, I have to write down that these are
hand colored objects. Because you often can’t tell from a distance or
postcard. You can tell on the original hand colored black and white
because they end up having dyes that brush over the edges. You can
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tell that. With the digital print it’s not obvious.
MC In the portfolio pieces that you’ve shown, there’s only one
piece that hit me as being obvious and that’s “The Chair”.
DR “Dawn”, yes.
MC That one has an obviousness to it which is absolutely lovely.
This is — what I was trying to get to earlier — where is that when
you want to, almost like a trompe l’oeil, you want to fool the eye.
And yet, not fool them enough that they feel cheated, but fool them
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enough that they respond: oh
my, I’ve been fooled in a pleasant
way.
DR Oh, I love that. I’m just
going to have to quote you on
that sometime. That’s an excellent summation.
MC My wife is a pastel artist and she paints in two areas:
New England mostly, sometimes
Europe and also in the southwest. We travel to New Mexico
a quite lot. The upshot is that
her palettes are wildly different
between the two environments.
And yet I see kind of consistent
palette with your work and it’s a
surprising one. It more of a green
— perhaps an Oregon palette?
How do you explain that?
DR I don’t know. This may
sound really wacky, as I’m actually, to a fault, a rational person.
But I hear colors and I think
I’ve got a color tune in my head.
I think that tune pretty well
whistles in the background most
of the time. And if the palette
is consistent that’s because I’m
playing the same tune. I have
been known, on occasion, to add
a little bit of sunset color to a
picture. Except for that, they’re
pretty true to what was there.
MC I definitely get the impression from many of your photographs, wetness and water and
fog and trees and leaves and yet
I have to imagine some of these
might be shot in the mountains
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of Arizona?
DR They aren’t. Unfortunately I don’t believe I sent you any, I
can’t remember what I sent you.
OK, I pulled up the page that
I sent you just now. And all of
these but the chair in Minnesota
are from Oregon.
MC Okay, so that perhaps explains it. Alright so I’m looking
at...
DR I can send you my Arizona pictures if you’re interested ...
MC It might be interesting to
throw in at least one. Because we
are talking about it and I might
place this photograph near this
conversation. So it might be nice
to put one in. Particularly one
that had perhaps a more of an
orangey palette or more of a desert palette.
DR Okay, I can do that. I can
think of two in particular. I will
send them both to you and I will let you decide
which one you want to use.
MC How did you get into stereo photography?
DR I’ve just always loved stereos. My grandmother and a couple of aunts had the home stereo
viewers with the postcards and everything. And I
would just…
MC Like a Viewmaster?
DR No, this is the double thing where you stick
the card in front of you and then you’d focus it back
and forth – a Holmes stereo viewer.
MC Okay, even as a child you were more advanced than the rest of us who were just enthralled
seeing whatever it was, Like Alice, and the rabbit.
DR Oh, no no. When I say I’m a geek, I’m not
just saying that because it’s cool to be a geek. I was
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a real geek. I mean I’ve always loved photography.
I would watch, you know, the Walt Disney thing,
was it Sunday evening? I imagine we’re about the
same age? I’m fifty two.
MC I’m fifty one.
DR The Walt Disney shows about nature where
they did time lapse photography. A seed starts as a
tiny sprout, it pokes its little head through the soil
and grows up to be a plant. And the clouds scurrying across the sky and everything like that. No,
I’ve loved this stuff from the beginning. One the
things I had to overcome is the idea that anything
that you’re just totally fascinated with as a child is
well…childish stuff and if you’re a responsible, serious young adult, you should do something that’s
more real. And so I had to come around to being a
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child again.
MC In an art setting, what does it mean to have a
stereo photograph for which it’s simply hanging on
a wall? It’s a partial sense of stereography isn’t it?
DR Well, I just had five stereos hanging at a
show called the “Bridges of Oregon” a couple of
months ago. And what I did was double the handheld size from 4x9 inches to 8x18 inches. Standing
back about 10 feet from the wall-hung size seemed
to work for people who could free-view stereo.
MC Makes sense.
DR About seventy-five percent of the people
who went through for the reception could get it.
I’ve known the manager for many years. She was
taking a chance on hanging the stereos without
viewing aids, but talking with people, she figured

that for those who could see the
stereo, without a viewer, the 3-D
pops right in. And in the large
format like that, I think it’s just
incredibly cool. Some people
got it, some people didn’t. But it
was a great. If you like that kind
of thing, I mean you really like
it. So it was well received. I had
debated about whether or not to
try the show in full size stereos
without some kind of viewing
aide. But it worked out fine.
MC
Do you have to shoot
stereo photographs with slightly
different distances between the
capturing lenses if they’re meant
to be viewed at different distances or can we use a global distance
that approximates human vision?
DR
The viewing distance
is the same for any capture.
What is technically different as
I understand it is, and I’m not a stereo expert by
any means, as I understand it, the separation of the
camera varies between the distance that the lenses
are from the object and also the focal length of the
lens. But that gets pretty tricky.
MC The geek in you must be quite happy!
DR Very! What I have, and I’ve had very good
luck, is I’ve got two Fuji 6x9s, with 90mm lenses,
mounted very rigidly. I never move them because
they have to be clamped in place down on the rail,
mounted side-by-side, with 90mm lenses on medium format and focusing distance of f/22. Everything is turning out to be a very reasonable stereo.
MC It appears that you shoot at more of a midground instead of either close up or far away.
DR Most of my images are from just past the
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first point of focus out to infinity. So I aim for most
of the stuff that turns out to be a lot like my panoramas. For those, I bring the Fuji 617 @ f/32 to focus
between nine and a half feet and infinity. And a lot
of my stuff starts at ten feet and just goes through
the whole field.
MC When you’re shooting stereo, I’ve noticed,
for example this bridge shot with some piers in
front of it. One appears to be a 5x7 and the others
appears to be a stereo 6x9. Do you approach the
subject differently or are these shot at the same time
of day just as a different form of record keeping or
do you go back to your subjects later on and attack
them from different angles or different techniques?
DR I often return to a subject and I often rethink my approach. When I first started making
stereos I was emulating the Holmes style with the
double arched windows, basically square. But, I was
finding that I was losing too much information on
the rounded off corners that I didn’t actually want
to lose. So later I just started framing them square
or rectangular side-by-side. And that works really
well, too. Now, I’m making two styles. The rectangular images are from the side-by-side Fujis and the
square ones with the arched windows are from a
single Yashica twin lens reflex on a sliding bar. The
difference of taking something with two cameras
simultaneously and one camera moved from right
to left sequentially is that you have to make sure
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that the sequential object doesn’t move at all. With
the side-by-side simultaneous shot, you can stop
action. There’s no flicker between the images. But
if you take something that’s sequential, you’re taking two images at different times. And you know, it
could be just a couple seconds apart, but they’re still
different times. And so there can’t be anything in
those images that move or you can really tell. Does
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that make sense?
MC Yup.
DR Good.
MC Where do you see yourself in five to ten
years?
DR Oh, taking stereos because I think that’s
more fun than a basket of puppies. But I would like
to be continuing my… I really have to be careful I
don’t sound like I’m speaking from a mission statement…I see myself continuing my emulsion research and hopefully teaching people how to make
black and white paper.
MC So continuing the education thing?
DR Yes, I’m far more a teacher than a showman.
I mean I can do the whole gallery thing. I can do the
reception thing. But I don’t enjoy it much. I used
to give darkroom lessons and there’s nothing that’s
more fun than teaching people how to do photography. It’s very satisfying.

MC Has anything changed in the last twenty
years in regards to teaching somebody how to see?
DR Well, there are so many more options now.
Twenty years ago you basically taught someone
how to use a camera and maybe even how to use
the Zone system. But, I think that right now the
technology is coming along so that all you have to
do is teach people that they are able to see. Not necessarily how to see.
MC hmmmm.
DR Convince people that you go out there with
open eyes and you don’t look for what you expect
to see. But you look for what’s there. And we don’t
always see what’s there. Every photographer knows
this. I mean that’s the one thing about photography
from the beginning is that you start carrying a camera around and even when you’re not carrying the
camera, you see more than you would have before
you became a photographer. And there’s just a lot
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of ways to express that right now.
MC I wonder if the only difference perhaps is
that in the last twenty, thirty years the average person has, if you will, “graduated”. They’re much more
visually attuned due to the influences of television
and the internet and magazines and to this day,
people are much more sophisticated visually than
they were perhaps.
DR I think that has to be true. I think that’s an
excellent point.
MC If it’s true then, how has that affected you?
Is a continuum in the way that you teach these people?
DR Well, I don’t know that I ever imagined that
I could teach people any of what I consider the
spiritual aspects of photography. That’s something
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that everyone has to come to on their own. I believe
that if you learn a craft and work it long enough,
that it becomes second nature or intuitive or something like that. So that you don’t have to focus on
the technology and the gears and the gismos anymore, that you will be able, in your own way, to record what you see and feel. And so I think in many
ways that craftsmanship does come first.
MC Maybe they can get to the spiritual more
quickly now as a result. Or, or perhaps get trapped
in the easiness of it all. It’s interesting how that plays
out.
DR That is interesting. I’ve only recently gotten a digital camera and I love it. I’m usually fairly
conspicuous with my cameras and getting more
and more so as other people’s cameras have gotten
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smaller. And I don’t mind that. I mean I think it’s
fun to talk to people about what you’re doing under the darkcloth. But it’s been interesting carrying
around the digital camera, that as a photographer
I’m suddenly invisible.
MC Hadn’t really thought of that, but of course
you are right.
DR Which is quite a revelation. It’s really hard
for me, having started out learning about film and
exposure and f-stops and all this kind of stuff and
darkroom. And having to wait to get the roll of
slides back to see what you’d got. And carefully taking notes. I used to carry around little tape recorders, talk about what I’d done so I remembered it
when I got back in the darkroom and got the negatives. Now, if you’ve got a digital camera, you get

immediate feedback of what you did. And there’s
no financial consequences. You can take a bazillion
images and shoot and reshoot. But I don’t. I read
different philosophies and different people’s opinions on whether this is a good thing or a bad thing
for learning. And I guess I’m not in a position to
know if it’s good or bad. So I suppose it’s individual. But have you lost something by being able to
just run off two gigabytes of pictures without really
giving it the thought and consideration you had to
with film or is that immediate feedback worth the
tradeoff? Take the place of contemplation? I don’t
know, I wish I could tell you what I thought, I can’t.
I don’t have an opinion on that yet.
MC Well it certainly is much easier to capture
the decisive moment with a motor drive camera.
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DR Yes.
MC You can see that in sports photography in
particular. These beautiful zoom lenses. The photographs are exquisite. But I wonder how much
true skill is involved as much as having the right
equipment and having the right technique?
DR That’s an excellent question. One maybe you
could answer for me. I had one 35mm at one point.
I used it for getting slides for documenting research
in the field and I never gave it much thought. I never had a motor drive and I never burned through
film. And so I kind of missed this cognitive gestalt
about quantity will yield quality by default. I just
don’t know how much. I have yet to, even with my
digital camera, come back with more than six files
on the thing. I just can’t make myself run off with
the shutter finger. I’ll still stand there with the tripod and think and think and compose. So I’m the
wrong person to ask.
MC I think you’re right. I think basically all medium and particularly large format photographers
see photography quite different than many other
people do. I saw this wonderful PBS show on a
National Geographic photographer who, when
they go on assignment, they’re expected to bring in
around one hundred thousand images…
DR My Goodness.
MC … per article.
DR I can’t even comprehend that.
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MC It’s amazing. They are meant to shoot just
gobs and gobs and gobs of rolls. And the editors
insist on it. The artistry is in the editing, not the
picture taking anymore.
DR So the photographer is pure and simple a
content provider?
MC A very good one. I mean these people are
the best of the best.
DR Sure.
MC And of course as a business, you get to keep
all the outtakes so it can be a fabulous business.
But you are meant to give the editor, for all practical purposes, unlimited choice.
DR Right, right.
MC There’s certainly beautiful art in editing and
all that. But it’s absolutely, from my point of view, a
completely different kind of photography — more
akin to movie making.
DR Exactly. I’m a sci-fi fan and I flashed on an
image of someone having an eyelid camera who
goes out and every single blink of an eyelid, you expose an image that is sent back to your eyelid files.
MC It must be exciting to see this because it’s
new and it’s different. I suppose when everyone’s
doing it, it’ll become so ubiquitous and nobody will
care.
DR Yes, maybe. I run towards being an optimist
and I do think there’s a lot of technology that’s cool.
I also think a lot is lost by not understanding how
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things work. And there’s so much to the technological aspect of photography right now like do I
understand how my scanner works? No. Do I really understand what’s going on inside of a digital
camera? No. And I wonder what the ease of taking a million pictures could be doing to change the
whole paradigm of photography and what might
be missed by using tools that are essentially ‘magical’. What if we don’t understand the guts of what
we’re doing? If we just know that when you click a
button at the right time you’re going to get something. And I think that’s the real shift in perception
that’s going on.
MC I’m like you: I want to understand the “nuts
and bolts”.
DR Now I don’t know how much one has to understand to make a great photo. But since I have

always basically understood what’s going on inside
the camera and inside the materials, once again, I
have a hard time knowing what effect not understanding will have on my personal work, much less
someone who never went through the whole analog thing.
MC Well, back to one of your original statements that the excitement of telephone cams was
perhaps simply their novelty and their interesting point of view and their immediate nature. But
there’s no question that that kind of photography
doesn’t lend itself to contemplative thought or any
kind of spiritual nature and you brought up as a
complete contrast, Ansel Adams who is perhaps
epitomized by his spiritual contemplative view on
the world. I think that comes through in his photographs because the reality was, in most cases, that
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he had to envision the picture hours in advance, set
up his camera and then take one or two pictures
and that was it.
DR And then take that perfectly or almost perfectly completed negative home with him and then
do further work on it.
MC That’s true too. His darkroom work was exquisite and quite analogous to what you’re doing
with your work, which is to take the rawness of the
image and perfect it and make it even better.
DR In my more competent moments, I like to
think that, yes. But you know, back to the cell phone
cameras. There’s just no way in the world that these
can be contemplative or what we think of as being technically excellent. What has to be a benefit
of them, is the whole idea that if you’re carrying
around a recording device you’ll see better. I just
can’t imagine a soul who doesn’t know somewhere
in the back of their brain they see more and they
see better because they know that they can capture
or record if the need be.
MC This is an interesting dichotomy, because
photography isn’t merely recording.
DR No, it’s not.
MC And particularly manipulative photography
is taking something and taking it away from its
documentation and taking it to a new place. So you
have these diametrically opposed sides of photography right now.
DR Photography is in such a dynamic state right
now. That is why I am waiting with bated breath to
read your hybrid issue and to see what other photographers who identify themselves as hybrid photographers are coming up with. Because we’re on
to something here and it’s big and it’s on the verge.
Hybrid photography is more than combining digital and film. And it’s certainly more than mixing
up as many media as you can. It is a way of seeing.
Photography used to be something — a picture’s
worth a thousand words and admissible in a court
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of law, more or less. And, if you saw it you believed
it. And if you saw something really amazing, you
said, oh wow. And faster than any of us could imagine, we have lost that wondrousness. Now if you

see something that’s just really incredible you think
it’s unbelievable. And somehow in there, we hybrid
photographers are looking for a way of seeing what’s
really there. It’s not truthfulness and certainly it’s
not manipulation of facts and it’s certainly not lying, and it’s not Photoshopping a total fantasy. But
it’s a way to understand more and see better what’s
out there.
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MC Well, this is.
DR This is a thousand words and I’m saying
nothing, I’m frustrated…
MC Well, well. The thing about it is this is what
artists do. My wife sees something and she already
sees the painting, And she may sketch it or she may
remember it in her mind or she may take a photograph to help her see it. But she says to herself
“that’s my painting”. And as a photographer I think
to myself I could never make a photograph out of
that.
DR Right.
MC It might be nothing other than a pile of
rocks. I feel there’s no photograph there. However
there is a painting there. And so she has taken reality and she has already envisioned the painting she’s
going to create from that reality. And if you are a
person for whom photography is merely recording,
you’ve already limited what you can shoot since so
much of what you see is boring anyway.
DR Exactly.
MC But if you can pre-visualize what you’re
going to do to the painting or to the photograph,
then you can take something most extraordinarily
ordinary and turn it legitimately into art simply because you saw it in your minds eye prior to clicking the picture. And therefore it no longer matters
how you got there. And, and this whole thing about
technique dogma is crazy because it all presupposes
there’s one best way of recording something.
DR Oh good gack, I hope that there’s nobody
who believes that right now.
MC Unfortunately, I think a lot of people are
stuck in a mind-set that photography must record
what you see.
DR Similarly, I think that disallowing digital
negatives, especially if they come from film, is not
a wise ‘rule’. To disallow digital negatives from basically analog photography because they’re a digital
aspect is really destructive in the long run to ana-

log photography. Dogma doesn’t really belong in
either art or science.
MC Well, but you end up seeing the same thing
on the digital forums, the demagoguery on the pure
digital side versus the demagoguery on the pure analog side is just bizarre and you can’t trust anything
you read because everybody’s trying to promote
their point of view, whatever their ulterior motive
is.
DR I just don’t get it. It’s a big, huge wonderful
world with all kinds of magic and mystery and potential and technology and why in a world with six
billion people and all our potential do we want to
insist on constraining things down to a few choices?
I don’t get it.
MC For the same reason that people talk about
how fast their car is or what wonderful kids they
have, or whatever. Everyone’s stuck in their egos
and they can’t put themselves into someone else’s
shoes.
DR I’m sure that’s an accurate synopsis.
MC Do you shoot for yourself or do you shoot
for an audience or a combination?
DR Definitely for myself. Anybody who’s constantly out there doing things that nobody else
has done before, by definition, they’re doing it for
themselves. I don’t think I’ve done anything since
I went back to photography that my photographer
friends don’t remark: why are you doing that? So
it’s for myself. I think that when I step out the door
in the morning, just to drink my coffee or water the
garden, I see better and I see more and I don’t know
of an artist for whom that’s not true. You just want
to see and understand what’s out there and any tool
that will help you personally, coming from whatever background or skills or interests you have is the
tool you pick up and use to help you understand
the world. This is my life.
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ROGER AGUIRRE SMITH A PORTFOLIO
P

hotography for me is a meditation tool — a
process by which I learn about my life and
the lives of my subject matter. It allows for
words when words fail me and encourages
stillness when time overwhelms me. I have often
quipped that photography is my version of Prozac
— quieting my mind in an otherwise frantic outer
and inner world. To me the photographic process
is a deep inhalation.
From the moment a photographic idea is conceived, my mind begins to quiet and the creative
process reveals an entirely new external and internal world. Minute details come to life; subtle
sounds, reflections (both inner and outer), light
play, movement, subtle tones, composition, structure, and form. The process of making the photographic print gives this visual emotion or expression its grammar and punctuation.
My subject matter evolves as inspiration guides.
Whether it be the solitude of pristine landscapes
that exist in abundance in the western U.S., the
beauty, grace, and power of a horse and rider, or
the geometry of man’s mechanical existence, there
are lessons to be learned in both craft and presence.
I am primarily self taught. A college course in
traditional Black and White photography and my
first 35mm SLR camera in the summer of 2003
was the impetus for my exploration. Untold rolls
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Photography for
me is a meditation
tool - a process
by which I learn
about my life and
the lives of my
subject matter

of exposed film, countless hours studying the work of generations
of photographic masters, the appropriate and vigorous use of what
John Sexton so aptly spoke of as the most important tool in his
darkroom, “...my trash can”, and of course one of my greatest teachers, the question, “what if I...?” have fed my passion for the photographic arts.
The meditation tools I currently use consist of a Hasselblad Medium Format camera and Carl Zeiss lenses. This system allows for
not only a high degree of print quality and detail, but also for spontaneity in the field. I use Ilford Delta black and white professional
films, Epson printers, Epson K3 inkset, and Hahnemuhle, Museo,
and Moab substrates.
My work is held in private collections and printed in commercial
publications. I am currently working with several clients to produce
custom artistic photographic essays in portfolio form and short-run
coffee table style books. It is my hope that the viewer experiences a
deep inhalation or inspiration — perhaps a moment of peace, contemplation, and wonderment. If that communication transpires,
then for that moment alone I have blossomed from my infancy as a
photographer to express mastery of my chosen craft and the meditation is complete.
Roger Aguirre Smith, Carmel Valley, California
www.rasphotography.com
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New Stuff
Mamiya ZD 22 Megapixel Digital Back

T

he Mamiya ZD Back is compatible with the Mamiya
645AFD II, 645AFD and RZ67 Pro IID, cameras popular
among professional photographers and advanced amateurs.
“Mamiya’s careful planning in the design of the communication protocol MSCE (Mamiya Serial Communication for External) has successfully optimized two-way communication between
our cameras and the digital back,” states Jeff Karp, Mamiya Product
Marketing Manager, “this produces a unified operating experience
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identical to using a one-piece digital camera.”
The Mamiya ZD Back was designed with the
user in mind. From the icon-based white balance
settings, to the ability to shoot at 1.2 frames per
second, to the option of controlling the camera
through a computer, the Mamiya ZD Digital
Back provides the features and tools needed to
easily produce beautiful images. To make this experience even easier, Mamiya will include Adobe®
Photoshop® Lightroom™ with all ZD Backs.
Features:
 Save as RAW, JPEG or both at the same time
 The advantages are significant. For optimum
results you should save your shots in RAW
format. This allows maximum post-shooting
manipulation. For high quality images that
need to be placed into other programs, use
JPEG mode. No special programs or “processing” is needed. However, when you need
highest quality plus a file that can quickly be
used for positioning only (FPO) in layouts, or
quick review, you can shoot both at the same
time and process the RAW file later.
 Compact Flash and SD Card Compatible
 By having the choice of cards (both can be
inserted at the same time) you get additional
flexibility of storage options. You could tell the
back to record to CF, then to SD without the
need to remove/replace the card. This lets you
keep shooting. It also guarantees you will be
able to go to any store in the world and find a
compatible storage card. A 4 GB card can store
approximately 100 frames of RAW images.
 Exclusive Interchangeable IR/Low Pass Filter

System
 To suit a variety of photographic scenes, the
standard IR (infrared) cut filter can be interchanged with the optional Low-Pass filter.
The Low-Pass filter reduces or removes moiré
effect which makes unusual patterns when
photographing clothing and also fixes aliasing.
Aliasing is seen when a thin straight line is
slightly tilted with respect to the array of pixels. The line will be on one line of pixels, then
jump to the next, then to the next, producing
a “stairstep” effect. The ability to decide which
filter to use guarantees the best possible results over a wide range of situations.
 Adobe Lightroom software included with the
ZD Back
 Mamiya is the first camera manufacturer
to include Adobe Lightroom software with
every Mamiya ZD Digital Back. Lightroom is
an all-new digital imaging solution for serious
and professional photographers. Its ease of
operation and ability to read Mamiya RAW
digital files makes it the perfect choice for
photographers looking for a modular, taskbased and streamlined program that delivers
a complete photographic workflow solution.
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New Stuff (CONTINUED)
Mamiya ZD Specifications
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Camera Type:

AF single-lens reflex digital camera

Compatible Cameras:

Mamiya 645AFD/645AFD II/RZ67 PRO IID (The Digital Back Adapter HX701 (sold separately) is required with the RZ67 PRO IID)

Image sensor:

48 x 36mm full-frame dimetric RGB CCD (4:3 aspect ratio)

Card Slot: 		

Twin-Slot, Slot 1: SD Card, Slot 2: CF Card (Type I/II)

ISO sensitivity:

ISO 50 to 400 (1/3 steps)

Recording format:

RAW/JPEG (Exif 2.2 compliant), simultaneous RAW & JPEG

Image quality mode:

JPEG: L (5,328 x 4,000 pixels), JPEG: M (4,096 x 3,072 pixels),
JPEG: S (3,008 x 2,256 pixels)

File size:

RAW:

35 MB (5,328 x 4,000 pixels) without compression

JPEG L:

Fine approx. 10MB, Normal approx. 5MB, Basic approx. 2.5MB

JPEG M:

Fine approx. 6MB, Normal approx. 3MB, Basic approx. 1.5MB

JPEG S:

Fine approx. 3MB, Normal approx. 1.5MB, Basic approx. 0.8MB

		

* File sizes may differ depending on ISO sensitivity and subject.

Shooting speed:

1.2 frames/second, 10-frame continuous burst possible (when
attached to the 645AFD II)

Color space:

sRGB /Adobe RGB

White balance:

Auto: Daylight/Overcast/Shade/Light bulb/Fluorescent/Flash
(all of these six can be finely adjusted);

Preset: 		

1/Preset 2/Color Temperature (can be set in units of 100K between 2,800K and 10,000K)

LCD monitor:

1.8 inch low-temperature polysilicon TFT (thin-film transfer)
LCD, Field of view = 100%, luminance adjustable, with white
LED back light

Playback function:

Zoom, slideshow, histogram, highlight alert, shadow alert

Erase function:

Frame (selected image,) all images, card formatting

Language: 		

Japanese/English/German/French/Spanish (total five languages)

External I/F:

IEEE1394 4-pin

Filter: 		

IR Cut Filter included (Low-pass filter YC401 for Mamiya ZD
Back, sold separately)

Power supply:

PB401 lithium ion battery (7.4V-DC 1500mmAh) AC power
supply can also be used with the PA302 AC adapter set (sold
separately)

Battery check:

Remaining battery power indicator on LCD monitor

Dimensions:

106 mm (W) x 90 mm (H) x 62 mm

Weight: 		

450g (camera only), Battery: 100g

Working environment:

Working temperature: 0 to 40 deg. C
Working humidity: 75% or less
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Christina Z. ANdersn — Gum Printing, Then & Now
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Christina Z. Anderson
Gum Printing, Then & Now
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I

n 1998 I took my first alternative
processes class at Montana State
University and fell in love with gum
printing. It is not surprising it became
my process of choice. I came to photography while pursuing a degree in painting,
and gum was as painterly a photographic
process as there is. I ended up pursuing
two degrees concurrently, one in photography and one in painting—I just couldn’t
give either area up!
For those readers who don’t know what
a gum print is, the term “photographically
controlled watercolor” is probably more appropriate. In a way it is not really a photographic process, but a photosensitive process wherein light hardens a layer of gum
Arabic mixed with pigment and photosensitive ammonium dichromate in direct
proportion to the amount of light received.
This means that under the shadow or thinner areas of the negative, a deeper layer of
color is hardened, and under the highlight
or denser areas of the negative, a shallower
layer of color is hardened. With simple water development, the unhardened gum Arabic washes away, leaving a positive facsimile
of the negative image. Once dried, this layer
is tough, and another layer of pigmented,
sensitized gum can be brushed on top and
exposed in exactly the same way. Multiple
printings can deepen the tonal range of a
print, or create a realistic tricolor image. As
you can imagine, with each layer requiring
its own wet and dry cycle, this translates to
a day or two to complete one gum print.
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However, along the way, there are unlimited possibilities for painterly alteration.
My intentions to do gum exclusively
and intensely were delayed 5 years by the
ensuing teaching job at MSU, family, and
life in general, so it was not until January of
2003 that I returned to gum printing in full
force. During those five years, from 1998 to
2003, digital photography took hold and
turned our analog world upside-down. For
gum printing, this was a good thing and
I’ll explain why. Gum printing is a contact
printing process, requiring a negative the
same size as the resulting image. In 1998 I
was either shooting large format 4x5 negatives and making small gum prints, or I
was laboriously enlarging these negatives
with Kodak Direct Duplicating Film up to
8x10, a film that was taken off the market
a while ago. If I wanted larger than 8x10
I had to do a two step negative to positive
to negative process on regular sheet film. I
had not completed my extensive historical
research into the gum process at that time,
and therefore I was not aware that many
photographers throughout gum’s 160 year
history had used paper negatives made
from enlarged bromide prints. Now, that
would have been much easier.
The historical way to make a tricolor
gum print required a laborious amount of
analog darkroom work to make enlarged
color separation negatives under red,
green, and blue filters. Fast forward to today: with a press of a button in Photoshop
to “split channels”, instant tricolor separation negatives result. There are few tricolor
gum prints from the late 1890’s to the early
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1900’s, but chances are, with the simplicity of tricolor negative making today, this is one area that
will experience a renaissance.
As far as digital negatives go, in 1998 thanks to
Dan Burkholder they were finally getting off the
ground. I can still remember the APIS (Alternative
Process International Symposium, Santa Fe, New
Mexico 1999) meeting where Burkholder passed
around the flimsiest pale orange negative I had ever
seen—it utilized colorized inks in an Epson printer,
which he had discovered held back a lot more light

than appearances would have you believe!
At the same time that Burkholder was making
his digital negative discoveries, Photoshop was
getting better, Epson printers were getting better, and transparency substrates such as Pictorico
were created that could hold ink without puddling. All of these factors contributed to a perfect
time for a resurgence of alternative contact printing processes.
At my third APIS in 2003 I was fortunate to
connect with Sam Wang from Clemson Univer-
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sity. There I saw Wang’s tricolor gum prints
that blew me away. How could someone get
realistic color and smooth skin tones with
the gum process? I then attended graduate
school at Clemson University to study under
Wang. Two years immersion in gum printing plus research through 60,000 microfilm
pages of the British Journal of Photography
and every book on gum that is in print gave
me a solid grounding in the process.
While at Clemson I took a workshop on
Precision Digital Negatives, a custom curve
system developed and taught by Mark Nelson (see PrecisionDigitalNegatives.com).
This was the final piece of the puzzle for my
personal understanding of how gum works.
Nelson’s system is methodical and specific,
and utilized colorized negatives with no
black ink in the mix. His system is able to
pinpoint which color ink fits which process—for instance, gum bichromate requires
a different color negative than platinum.
Once such things as standard printing time
and color of negative are determined, the
development of individual curves is simply a
matter of measuring and entering data into
the software’s spreadsheet. Suddenly I was
able to make observations more grounded
in scientific practice. For instance, one finding was that a yellow pigment’s curve looks
different than the curves for blue and magenta watercolor pigments. When I thought
about it, I realized this shouldn’t be surprising! We use different colors of filters under
the enlarger’s tungsten light in the darkroom—from yellow to magenta—to change
the contrast of variable contrast papers. Just
so, UV light is responsive to color as a fil-
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chances are, with the simplicity of [digital] tricolor
negative making today,
this is one area that will
experience a renaissance

tering mechanism, except that with gum, the colors
we use are not only in the digital negative but also
in the pigment. When you think about it, in light,
yellow is opposite blue, and therefore UV light
which is from the bluer end of the spectrum should
probably be blocked better by yellow and allowed
to pass easier by blue. Throughout history blue has
been said to be the fastest exposing pigment, and
this makes logical sense. With Nelson’s system, you
can quantify this kind of information.
Does gum printing require complexity and

curves? No. There are as many ways to gum print as
there are practitioners, each promoting his or her
own path. I have seen glorious gum prints made
from simple negatives printed out on typing paper
in a cheap printer. I have also seen my students,
who have learned the more complex ways of gum,
create a perfect tricolor gum print their first try. If
you have gum printed before, and failed, the more
methodical ways will ultimately make the process
easier and more predictable. One author from the
late 1890’s remarked that for some reason, when
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workers fail at gum, they blame the
process and not themselves. Gum
has had a bad rap since its very beginnings.
My research has shown me that
there is nothing new under the sun
in gum printing, and, in fact, there
are many old ways of gum printing
that have application today. Gum’s
heyday was 1894-1920, and then
resurrected again in the 1960’s. I
have learned most from the turn
of the century books. My research
will be compiled into a book devoted exclusively to gum printing that
is on its way to completion by the
end of this year. In the meantime, a
26 page, short version of the gum
process to get you started is one
chapter of my Alternative Processes
Condensed, A Manual of 11 different contact printing processes.
We are hungry for hands-on
processes to connect with our
work. We get so much of our information through the television
and the computer, that is mediated
or once removed from our senses.
We crave a direct sensual experience with our work today — or, at
least, I do. While I am gum printing, I am unaware of time and my
surroundings — my focus is so tied
into the work at hand. To live in a
time where we can combine the
best that analog and digital have
to offer in hybrid forms of image
making is a blessed thing.
MC
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My experience with hybrid technique
Introduction

by Walter M. Huber
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y first photographs were taken almost 38 years ago
with my grand-dad’s Kodak box camera – on black
and white rollfilm. Like many other photographers,
I worked my way through different types of subjects
such as flowers, animals, stills, landscape and everything else that I
thought was worth being photographed. Parallel to this continuing
search for the right subject I became experienced with various kinds
of cameras, lenses, chemistry and – generally spoken – photographic
techniques. I read so many interesting books about photographic history, darkroom techniques and “how-to-make-good-photographs”
and I studied photography at the “Neue Kunstschule Zürich”. Until
the late-90s I had not even heard of digital photography – at least
not as a serious matter. Around the year 2000 I nevertheless bought
my first digital camera (Fujifilm, 2,3 MB). It was great fun and made
me very happy to instantly see the photograph. Pardon me, did I
just say “photograph”? I must be joking. There was no photograph to
be seen – there was only an image. No more and no less than that.
For several years I restarted to work my way through photographic
basics, but this time we were talking about bits and bytes instead of
grain and darkroom themes. This experience led to an investment a
few years ago: a digital SLR. I really felt as happy as a little bear in a
very large pot full of fresh golden honey.
I soon realised that using the best digital camera, even with the
most expensive lenses, still couldn’t satisfy my mind. The more I was
searching for excellent quality the more I became disappointed. It
was absolutely frustrating. I suddenly realised that making a picture
doesn’t mean “getting a high quality print” in the end. The quality
of my old epson printer – initially bought as a photo printer – was
simply ridiculous. I never ever produced a real black and white print.
They were either magenta toned, or green or blue or any other tone.
A high quality print in neutral black and white had to be done by a
professional laboratory. No doubt about it, they did exist and most
of them produce extremely high quality prints. For once the point
wasn’t the lack of quality… no, I just couldn’t afford to pay CHF
85.00 (= 70 $) for each 16x20” print in black and white. Unfortu-
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I am very, very happy
now because I have
been able to define
my personal way
of producing high
quality prints that are
affordable.
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nately, a short while before that experience I had sold my Durst
8x10” enlarger… aarrrrggghh****
In 2005 I rediscovered my anticipation for large format photography anew. I started to regularly use my Sinar P2 again. First, for
the purpose of landscape photography only, then followed a bit of
architectural stuff and finally I have found my freedom in realising
large format portraiture in my small studio. After I had developed a
handful of pleasing negatives – my outdoor work is entirely done on
Fuji Acros 100, in the studio I’m using Kodak Tmax 400 – I spent
a small fortune and got myself a new Epson 4000 Stylus Pro. In addition I have also licensed ImagePrint a RIP Software by ColorByte
and purchased an Epson 700V scanner. I was very happy with the
results and it was extremely satisfying me to be able to post-process
in daylight, having a drink, and listening to music. Gone are the
days that I spent in the darkroom to get high quality prints on fibrebased paper. Gone is the ugly smell of chemistry and the waste of
paper to get a “final print”.
Alright, to be honest, there was also a lot of “learning-by-doing”
with my new equipment (like PC, Scanner, Printer, Photoshop, SilverFast, ImagePrint etc.). But finally I made my way through all this
photographic jungle and I am very, very happy now because I have
been able to define my personal way of “producing a high quality
print that is affordable”.
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Workflow

I
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know that there are most certainly ten-of- per is quiet expensive and should only be used if
thousands of other photographers all over the expected result is as good as ever possible. Oththe world working in a hybrid (analog + erwise it’s a waste of time and money. There are also
digital) way. Nevertheless I would like to calibration tools from Gretag-Macbeth (and othshare my positive experience with other people ers) for the scanner. For those who will mainly work
who have probably not found yet their own way with color negatives or slides it is recommended to
of getting their own “highest quality print” by us- calibrate the scanner regularly.
ing the hybrid technique – let’s simply call it the
As I work completely manually during the pho“best of both worlds”.
tographic process I avoid as much software autoNeedless to say a high quality negative is needed mation as possible during the post-process (even
to finally get a high quality print. Let me explain my though some automation is unavoidable and at
private little workflow based on a B&W negative, a times rather useful indeed). Make sure that the
Kodak TMAX 400. For all subjects except human glass on the two surfaces of the scanner are 100%
beings I use the zone system, made famous by the free of dust (or lint) from the cotton gloves you are
great American photographer Ansel Adams. To certainly wearing while touching the negative. The
get extensive contrasts as well all a full tonal range I negative itself needs also to be free of any dust, hair
set the ISO speed at a lower value than the recom- or other dirt before it can be laid with the glossy side
mended speed is (e.g. 250 ISO instead of 400 ISO). on top into the scanner. If you put the glossy side
The negative will be developed with Kodak’s D76 downwards there might be many Newton rings on
(working solution 1:1), in a tray, 12 ½ minutes. The your scan. Some friends of mine changed the glass
fix (Ilford, dilution 1:3) should clear the negative in of their scanners to an anti-Newton glass.
~12 minutes. The negative has to
be washed out very well and completely dried before the next step.
Please note that it is an absolute must to calibrate your equipment. In addition to the calibration the monitor needs to be
profiled regularly – at least once
every month. I do work with the
“One-Eye Match” from GretagMacbeth. It’s an easy and affordable way to avoid the try and error phase later on while printing.
If you are a serious photographer
then there isn’t any other way of
doing it. This step provides you
with good quality prints that are
pict. 2 frame settings
exactly as shown on the monitor. pict.1 general defaults		
Don’t forget that any fine art paMAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6
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Before I scan a preview I always adjust the settings of my SilverFast scanner software:
General Defaults:
 scanmode:
normal
 original:		
Transparency Mode (whole area)
 pos./neg.:
negative
Frame Settings:
 scan type:
grey-scale 16=> 8 bit
 filter:		
none
 picture type:
skin tones (in this example’s case)
 resolution:
1800 dpi

pict. 4 histogramm

pict. 5 gradation

pict. 3 preview

pict. 6 negative

With these settings I make a preview to check generally how
good the scan quality is (see figure 3 above)
At this point of my workflow I manually use the following two
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tools to adjust the tonality and the gradation of
the scan (see figures 4 & 5)
After I have modified these two settings to address my vision I finally chose the film-type and
the film speed (exposure value). If necessary I
slightly modify the parameters (see figure 6)
SilverFast also offers a so called “Scan Pilot”
that can be set up based on personal requirements.
It’s a fine little helper for beginners to avoid forgetting any modifications.

When the preview looks fine… well, then the
time has come to definitely scan the image with all
the settings done.
I recommend that you get used to saving the
image as three different files in separate directories.
The reason is very simple: it is much easier for you
to follow your workflow. Always keep the original
unmodified scan file. Then create a digital negative
and finally make a print file. The names can be very
simple like the following example shows:
 scanned image:
john01.tif
 digital negative:
neg_john01.tif
 print file:		
pri_john01_A2.tif
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The principle is very easy
to understand: the filename of
the scan indicates the subject.
After the whole post-process
with Photoshop or other tools
the filename has to be altered as
well (e.g. add a prefix like neg_
that stands for digital negative).
The digital negative consists
of the original scan file with the
following modifications: tonality, gradation, grain, noise reduction, retouching, layers etc. but
no sharpening! I usually reduce
the resolution from 1800 dpi to
360 dpi. Also keep the different
layers of the neg_file; this can be
useful for later work on the same
negative. Finally you sharpen the
image and save the file as a print_
file. Although Photoshop offers
various sharpening possibilities I
recommend a plug-in from Nik
(Nik Sharpener Pro) which allows you to sharpen taking into
account of your printer (brand
MAGNACHROM VOL 1, ISSUE 6
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and type) as well as the type of
paper you intend to use (glossy,
luster, normal, fine art, canvas
etc). Don’t forget to define the
print’s size before sharpening the
image. If you follow this advice
you will have a correctly sharpened print file for each print size
(A4, A3, A2 etc.)
After all these modifications
save it as a NEG_FILE. Next
resize the image and use the
sharpening tool of your choice.
Then save it as a PRI_FILE.
Now we have a great looking
file – ready to print. I am very
pleased with my RIP Software
from ColorByte, ImagePrint 7,
which allows me to print without even spoiling one single
sheet of (expensive) fine art paper. ImagePrint offers various
great tools such as gradation,
tonality, color management and
tint - to name only the most important ones.
Usually I just define the
basic size of the print such as
A4 or any other format. Then
I open my print file and make
my selection of the right paper
and it’s individual profile for the
printer I am using. These profiles can be easily downloaded
from ColorByte’s website. The
handling is very comfortable
as there is a special download
manager included in the software. If you’re not used to these
profile names yet it might sound
more strange than understandable. But once you get the expe-

Pict 9 resolution (image size frame)

Pict 10 retouching spots

Pict 11 tonality
Pict 12 gradation
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rience you will easily find your
way through immense lists of
existing profiles. Here’s an example for your better understanding: ep3800pk_gray_hahnemühle_PhRagPearl1440R
(which stands for: Epson Stylus
Pro 3800, photo black ink, gray
profile, Hahnemühle Photo Rag
Pearl paper, resolution 1440).
Easy – isn’t it?
MC

Equipment used
Camera and lenses
 Sinar P2 special 8x10”
 300mm
 480mm
Film and chemistry
 Fuji Acros 100
 Kodak Tmax 400
 Fuji Portra 100
 Kodak D76 developer
 Ilford Rapid Fix
Paper
 Hahnemühle Fine Art Pearl
 Hahnemühle Photo Rag
Pearl 320
 Hahnemühle Photo Rag 188
Digital equipment
 Personal Computer, 2 GB
memory, lots of disc space
 Epson Stylus Pro 3800
 Epson V700 flatbed scanner
 Gretag-Macbeth One-Eye
(calibration and profiling
tool)
 Adobe Photoshop CS2
 ImagePrint 7 (RIP-Software by ColorByte)
 SilverFast (scanner software)
 Various plug-ins
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Pict 13 basic settings (nik sharpener pro 2.0)
Pict 14 advanced settings (nik sharpener pro 2.0)

You can see more of Walter’s work at:
www.walterhuber.ch and www.menschenbilder.ch
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[Parting Shot] Back Bay Layers

Next Issue v2.1:
Our 1st Anniversary!

It pays to bring your camera with you wherever you
go. My wife asked to go into
the city for the evening,
so I said yes and grabbed
my RB67 and two lenses.
Walking around Back Bay
I spotted this interesting
juxtaposition of new and
old, bright and dark. Definitely a “keeper”.
J Michael Sullivan

MAGNAchrom 2007
ad size and rates
1/3 Page Square
29p6 wide x 29p3 tall
(125mm x 124mm)
$300 US
for more information, contact:
advertise@magnachrom.com
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Location:
Camera:
Film:
Lens:
Size:

Boston, Massachusetts
Mamiya RB67
Kodak Portra 400NC
250mmSize:
24”x32”
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Insight from our Readers
I just wanted to say again thanks for the great opportunity
to show my work, and also to let you know that indeed the
third issue of MAGNAchrom is just outstanding. I expect it to
become a main reference in the world of MF/LF photography
Congrats on such a great publication.
— Oscar Reina

1.6

I want to let you folks know how much I appreciate your
magazine. At a time when it seems that digital is king it’s nice
to have a publication dedicated to those who prefer to shoot
medium and large format film.
— Roger M. Richards
Excellent new edition. Congratulations on flying the flag for
film and MF and LF!
— Mike Stacey
I just signed-up and am
delighted to have “discovered”
MAGNAchrom — thanks to
your posts on the Large Format
Photography Forum, which I also
recently joined. The articles,
photographs, reviews (and
even the ads) are all excellent.
I haven’t had a publication get
me this excited about large (and
medium) format photography
in a long time — and I’ve been
playing with this stuff for almost
40 years.
Thanks again for an excellent
publication. I wish you much
success and hope to be
enjoying MAGNAchrom for years to come. I will certainly do
my best to support your advertisers, whenever possible.
— Bill Gode

Changes from Build 1:
Added Dean Jones bio
Added hyperlinks to TOC

Thanks so much for your help. First Impressions are great,
this is just the web resource I’ve been waiting for. Its very
hard to get any large format writing over here, virtually impossible to get copies of “View Camera”, so something that
combines large and medium format together on the web is
fantastic.
— Paul Blacknell
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